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HOLLAND,

PARKS,

W. H. Attorneyand Conncelorat
corner of River and Eighth streets.

1

_

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

Law,

more
Produce, Etc.

Eighth street.

$

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

sncin,

mm,

- - -

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’SBLOCK.

OTTO

J.

DOESBURG,

and

Apples,^ bushel .................
Beans, V bushel ..............

Barbiri.

1

&

&
&

75((?l 2 00

14
I'\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving, Butter, $ lb ....................
4 (X)
shampooniug, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea- Clover seed, V ft* ..................
Eggs,
V
dozen
.....................
(to
14
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City

Hotel.
xJ

14-ly

CooaiuioaMerchant.

Editor and Pudiishtr.

EACH, W.

I)

_

Commission Merchant, and

H.

Hay,

8

.....................

ton

00

10

&
(&

Onions, $ bushels ................
(Jft
Potatoes, # bushel ................
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........2 W)

60
2 75

Terma of Subscription:
JD dealer
dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. HighSraln, Feed, Etc.
est market pi
price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
$/.50 per year tf paid in advance; %1.75 if eat
store cor. Eighth ’& Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three months, and %S.OO if
Wheat, white |i bushel ........ new 1 09
1
Corn, shelled V bushel
paid at six months.
Tentlit.
Oats. ^ bushel ......................
/"'IKK, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand Buckwheat, V bushel .............75 © 1
OB PilINTtlfOPKOMPTLT AND NKATLY DONE.
IJT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the Bran, A 100 t)8 ....................
Feed, «S ton ......................
© 21
First Reformed Ohurch.
“ v ioo m ..................... i
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Bariev, V 100 lb .................... 1 20 oo 1
Drugs and Medicines.

® 10
........... N)

40©

©

Middling, *1100

lb

©
...............©

1

45
00
85
00
15
3t)

00

On enquareof ten li '.C3. (nonpareil,) 75 ccnta I'nOESUURG, J. O., DcaleriuDrugs and Medi- Flour, llbrl... .................... © 6 00
lira U nsertion.and 25 cents for each subse
cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy- Pearl Barley, ^ 100 lb ...............© 3 50
quent insertion for any period under three siclan’sprescriptlonscarefully put up: Eighth st. Rye ^ bush .....................
80
Corn Meal ^ 100 lbs ..............
1 05
.
.
, .
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 r.
1 60
\fBENGS, D. R., Drugstore. Fine Drugs, Med- Flue Corn Meal P 100 lbs .........

U

monthB_
1

“
3 “ ................
Column

»4

1

::

©

5 00 I 8 00
8 00|10 00
10 00 1 17 00
17 00 | 85 00
25 00 40 00
40 00 | 65 00

8 50
.................. 5 00
8 00
................. 10 00
17 00
» 00

Square .................

2

©
©

„ «

iVL

iciucs, Fancy Goous, Toilet Articles and Per-

rnm^rtes. River street.
Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
W. Van Den Hero's Family. Medicines; Eighth St.

V

IITALSH UBBEK,

vf

DruggistA Pharmacist; a

changes.
full stock of goods appertaining to the busBusiness Cards In City Otrcclory, not over three incss.
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Drcei Makeri.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubdshed whitoutcharge for subscribers.
I >ERUY, C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,

1

An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote
would respectfully announce to the citizens
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig- that she has opened Dressmakingand Itoir Dressing rooms, in the building,one door west of Grifnlf that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertising bills collecUble quarterly. tlu's Drug Store, Washingtonstreet, Grand Haven.
Also teaches in Wax, worsted, Lace, and other
fancy
31-ly
w1.”

work.

HT

THIS PAPER

r&wT*

‘Jw

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce
advertising contracts may be made for

St.), where
it

in

Furniture.

NEW

\f EVER, il. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Furivi nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,

YORK.

Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

$w\

^tlditionitl $ocal

YTAN PUTTEN, Wn.,

goads.

Qeneral Dealeri.

_

V

Michigan.

1 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 7 25 2 00

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 6 30 11 55
9 00 3 40 9 10

7 30 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago.....
a.

m.

m.

p.

m.

a.

p. ni.

p.

m.

p. in.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. in., arriving at
Holland :3D Sunday morning.
1

to
Rapids.

From Holland
Grand

IA stable.Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fieh street, near Scott’s
VTIBBELINK, J.

m. p. m.
5 20 9 43 3 25 ....Holland..... 10 45 1 50 tiuio
p.

Sale Stable;

Meat Market*.

Holland.

to

m

a.

II., Livery and

Ninllistreet, near Market.

From Grd. Rapids

«. m. ip. in. p. in.

33-tf

Hotel.

Iv

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

__

and Hoarding

J., Livery

5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonville... 10 15

9 25

6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 eo

1 12 9 05

SHILOH’S

CATARRH REMEDY. A

IV

The

finest Soda Water, Candies and
S.

Dangrkmond’s.

35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 IK)
n. m. p. in. p.
«. tn. p. m. p. m.
6

V

Sweden and Norway currying

9,250,000.

Peaches are coming forward quite freely.

They are common and small, and

line of

straw hats has just

in

rived at the store of G.

DER UAAR,

ar-

VAN PUTTEN
5 cents to

the
12-tf

costliest.

in.

'oinz-il
Manufactorie*,Mill*, Sbopi, Stc.
•aifuuojjodJjaiji qjtM tnoqi joaoj Ahiu
On Sunday morning the Night Expiessleaves
Holland :40 and arrivesin Graild Rapids 3:110 a. m. I I EALD, It. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in oq.w asoqi aswopl oj aoABopua Lidao asn
I A
Agricultural Implements;commission agent
(|(a\ iCaqx -spooir jioqi fo\ putt ainoo oi
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
for Mowinx Machines1 cor. lOthA River street.
(Via Grand Haven Itailroad.)
‘liunoA puu p|o qioq ‘spuouj Jioqi qn ojia
I )AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
From Holland
From Muskegon
•at ifqaaaq Xaqi putt '•qo|w ‘puiqsaz l”
to Holland.
of Ptugyer Mill*; Steam Saw and Flour ‘sjoijfj uiBoj;')oji aaiospaeq Ajsa paaado
p. m. p. m. p. in. Mills.) near foot of 0th street.
a. m. p. m. a. m.
DAuq 'asuiuiBfuaa cy jttBjaqqoiy ’sussaiv
t5 30 3 25 10 40 ....Holland. ... 4 00 1 35 t9 40
\I71LMS, P. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor11 15
3 85
It is important to travelers to know
6 00
10th and River streets. ___
that
special inducements are offered by
11 20 ____ Bush kill .... 3 30
Usury Pahlici.

slowly. The

first

1

_

(

VV

11 25

25

3

6 35 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40
6 50 4 20 11 50 ...Ferrysburg... 3 00 12 35 8 35

oTEGKNUA, A. P., Ju»tice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at »hort
notice. Office ai his residenceNew Holland,

Michigan.

9-ly

p.

p.

in. p. in.

noon p.m.

in.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

to
Muskegon.

From Muskegon to
Holland.
p.m.

Holland

m.

a.

*0 45

* 9 00
10 25

5 30

H

4

10

4 10

12 10
1 10
p.

55

to

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

m.

•10 45
11 15

p.

m.

4 06

Holland.
a.m. p. tn.
10 45 •5 45

4 80 ........ Fillmore ....... 10 15

VI

A1

to 12 a.

m.

been supplied,and buyers hold off

Adolpl

BiorWer.

48

4 15

925

3 80

a.

export clearances

1

have been 42,005

betler fruit.

bales, against 41,388 to
•

and the apprehensionsalready felt In the responding period of 1880— a decrease of
south of Fiance are beginning to extend. $705,945 in twenty -five weeks. This is the

On

Saturday, June 11, a flock of sheep first time this year that their total since

numbering 125,000 passed through west

of the commencement of the year has shown
Nevada. The country a falliug off.
was covered for miles with them. They
Regarding the Californiawheat trade,
are being driven from California to the San Francisco Merchant says: Some

Pleasant valley, in

Montana.

inquiry for August delivery, with ofl'ersat

The exports of hog product from

this

higher prices than are

now

ruling, tends

country since Nov. 1 are reported at about to infuse more hopefulness among large

0,000,000lbs less than for the corres- holders of old wheat. Judging from the
ponding time last year, which is probably few samples of new wheat that have been
due to the senseless discrimination uguintt exhibited on the produce exchange, the

them in Europe.

quality bids

fair to greatly excel that of

In 1805 the tonnage of vessels built last season, and may have the effect of
New England causing the directorsof that institutionto
coast amounted to 320,429 tons. In 1880 raise the standard above last year’s gradthe new tonnage was only 40,374, the ing. This course, it is hoped, will te
smallest amount, with the exception of pursued, as the quality of California
during the fiscal year on the

have

amounted to but

little. It is said

that the larger bodies of pigeons this

A

year

cargo of Manitoba wheat sent to

Liverpool has beeu carefully examined by
leading millersand importers. It is pro-

nounced the finest sample In the market,
and 3d a bushel

more was offered for

New

regard

to the

probable yield and quality

crop. It is undisputednow
by even the biggest grain hears in the

of the coming

state, that the carry-over surplus on the 1st

of July proximo will exceed 500,000 tons,

and

this (ully bears out the statement of

the Merchant, that the crop of 1880-81

enormous figures of 1,000,000
2,000 lbs each. The exports for

reaches the

it

tons of

than for the finest California.

the season will reach in the neighborhood

have been quite demor (wheat and Hour combined) of 800,000
during the past week, owing lo tons; used for seed and consumption,
potatoes

alized

large arrivalsand a poor, healed condition

300,000 tons, and carried over, 500,000 tons.
of the slock. There are shipping orders, This is a great showing, and exceeds any
and when good sound stock can be ob- state in the union.
tained a favorable market is'expected.

The foreign exports from Philadelphia

May

during

vessels,

Wander

Bros.,

were valued

at $2,844,807, a

Sidney Complaint Cured.
B. Turner, Rochester, N. Y., writes:

last

year. About

one-fifth of these

and one-half of the total went to your Burdock Blood Bitters and was
lieved before half

a

bottle

re-

was used.

I

Whiskiesthan any

other

The wool trade in California and Oregon
has been unusually active— iu the former they will entirelycure Die.” Price $1.00,
the clip has about all passed from the trial size 10 cents.
growers. The price opeued at 18@19c.,
and

is

now 27@29c. and very choice 32c.

In Oregon the bulk of the clip was taken

atl8@23c;thc latter is now the

ruling

A

celebrated preacher makes

the

recommendation of Ayer’s Pills a matter
of religious

and

figure.

The

AA

from

Tobueeiand Cigars.

rpK ROLLER,

A

duty. When people are bilious

dyspeptic,

what they need is

the

L

sugar-coated articles in a pill-box.

Nil Desperandum.

When

and
same months in 1880. The total
you feel your heart in broke,
values of provisions and tallow for the Don’t give way to black despair, but treat
seven months ended May 31, 1881, were
it as a joke.
$82,878,409; same period in 1880, $08,- Get your health in first class order, t
your girl gives you the mitten,

ing the

Importers
WHOLESALE

jSotUtifg.

895,210.

bottle of

Liquors Dealers,

of the reported stocks of lard: “Stocks

No. 114 Canal Street,

Chicago, are said to be incomplete, and

-

Spiing Blossom buy,

The New York Commercial Bulletin says And gaily join a singing class, and for
reported on the 15lh instant,here

0. of 0. F.

Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
of Odd* Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
VlilUng brothers are cordial)/ invited .
Wux. 11. Rooms, N. O.
M. Habbimqtoit, R. 8.

creed to swallow consists of the thirty

the United States during the five

was $50,525,500, against $50,109,673dur-

G.

AND

• Mixed trains.
t Huns daily,all other trains dtlly except Sondsy. All trains run by Chicago time.

value of exports of domestic

months ended the 31st day of May, 1881,

JM Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigars,Snufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

m. p.m.

total

provisions,tallow, and dairy products

B. P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

and Eighth Street.

9

585

The

iutend to continue, as I feel confident that

PhJtopaphir.

4 55

5 10

season.

to Europe since Sept.

Gospel of Health. In such coses, the best

10 02

12 45

last

for

the British islands.

O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

Watshei and Jiwilry.

455

date

“I have been for over a year subject to

26-ly.

|3REYMAN,OlTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
A3 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

12 00

1880, of 90,-

1,

serious disorder of the kidneys, and often

15-7m.

VATKS,

A

total since Sept.

New

902 bales,

May of

issue.

_

10

making a

week have been

decrease of $982,107 when compared with

this

U., Physician and Surgeon;
GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,

Mich. Officehours from

for the

where in

ANTING, A.
office at

York

read their advertisementto be found else-

J., Physicianand Accoucher.
We sell more fine
Office at Dr. SchouletTsdiug-store, Eighth
house in the Stato.
street.
40 ly.

IO

5 10

It 85

p.m. p.m.

to

ITIGGINS,

Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Holland
From Allegan to
a.

__

OCUOUTEN, F.

8 00
p.ra.

m.

you

I3EST, It. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
13 the diseaseof the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Office hours uiglhl and day, on the
cor. of Eighth anu River sis., Holland, Mich, b-ly

ViaNunica.

From

the Burlingtonroute. It will pay

TM.KortlaMer.

7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon... 2 25 12 00 8 00

m.

change in prices. The receipts at

exports were sent abroad in American unable to attend to business; I procured

PhyiicUm.
p.

workmen.

130, against 79,222 to the corresponding

want of the season has

1

to
Muskegon.

their

sell

are located in the fur west.

A full

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, & SONS, ranging from
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper nicestaud
8 45 and twine; 8th street.
\7\AN

of

The crop reports are generally favorable’,
In 1880 Great Britain carred 52,000,000
tons of merchandiseat sea, while the but us the stock of hops is moderated, aud
United Stales only carried 8,250,000 tons, under easy control, there has been no

inspect.

Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meal Market on 8lh street.

count of the strike

mand.

A large stock of bleached and unbleached cottons, and all kinds of dress one year (1802), since 1850.
wheat has, during the last few years, sadgoods and trimmings has just arrived at
ly deteriorated from its former high stanUsually at this season wild pigeons arc
the store of G. VAN PUT TEN & SON8.
dard.
The reports from all parts of the
Ladies are especiallyinvited lo cull and handled quite largely in the Chicago
12-tf
market, but this year so far the arrivals stato are more and more encouraging In

IbUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner Cigars at (15-tf) E.

I/'UITE,J.,Dealer

The export demand for bops has im-

Quite large sales of dried apples have proved a little, the clearances for Europe
lately been made. Prospects for a light during the week reacing 570 bales, but the
crop has caused a good speculative de- brewers are still out of the market on ac-

tf

13

9 55 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55

5 85

believed,went into canniug four preceding years of bad harvests.

if
- -

IIOONE

TAVERKATE, O.

is

consumption.

beeu made during .the last few weeks, the shippingthe victims direct to Florida.
Liverpoolmarket has advanced. In the
The exports of domestic produce from
Chicago market the supply of good and
15
Pkss ink’s.
New York last week were of moderate
choice grades has become small.
proportions, their total being $7,709,059,
If you warn a nice dish ol Ice Cream go
The crops in some of the eastern and against $9,781,203the sumo week last
lo the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at
southwesterndepartmentsof France have year. Since Jan. 1 they amount to $185,15
E. 8. Danokkmond’s.
been badly injured by last week's rain, 007,594, against $185,433,539 for the cor-

nasal Injector free with each bottle. U«c it if you desire
II„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office health and sweet breath. Price 50 cis. Sold by D.
and barn on Market street. Everythingflrst- R. Meengs.
class.
I

of which, it

largest variety of Cigars and Tobaccos, the cheapest and the best, at

Mich.

05 4 05

the

good order.

in

The

O

2

much

work.

_

Liver? inlSile Stable*.

in a

satisfactory condition than at the

all the

AN PUTTEN G„

1

490.

same date last
The market for strawberrieshas been year.
necessary tools to move, raise or lower in such a slate that canncrs have been
A numhkr of Philadelphiacapitalist
able to buy, and receivershave beeu benebuildings at short notice. He is also prehave purchaseda vast area of lowlands in
pared to build new dwellings, or repair fited by the presence of such buyers, even Florida for twenty-five cents an acre, and
if they did pay only low prices.
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
propose to settle the region by opening
Although large exports of cheese have emigrant agencies in foreign countries and
joiner’s
13-ly.
Mr. R. Van Kampcn has got

Oh, What a Cough 1
General Dealers, in Dry
Will yon heed the warning. The signal perhaps
Goods, Groceries. Crockery, Hals and Caps,
Chicago Ss West Michigan E. E.
of the sure approach of that more terribledisease
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Consumption. Ask yourselvesif you can afford
for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
Ecteli.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 188i;
do nothing for it. We know from experience
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- that Shiloh’sCure will cure jour cough. It never
From
Chicago
From Holland
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel in the fails. This explains why more than a million
to Holland.
city. Is located in the business center of the town, bottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup,
Day Nl’i and has one of the largest and best sample rooms and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothersdo not be
Ni’t Day Mull.
Mail.
TOWNS.
Exp. Exp. in the State, Free bus in connection with the Ho- without it. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
Exp. .Exp.
Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Mcengs.
10-ly
tel. Holland, Mich.
a. m.
p. m. p. m.
p.m.jp. in. a. m.
IJUCENIX HOTEL. A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Dyspepsia and Liver ComplainttlOA), 1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 40 5 13
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R. U. deIs it not worth the small price of 75 cents to
pot,
has
good
facilities
for
the
traveling
public,
and
5 00
10 40 .... 11 08 East Suugatuck 3 05
free yourself of every symptom oMhese distressits table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir., Holland,
ing complaiuu.if you think so. call at our store
10-ly
4
45
10 55 2 20 11 20 ....Richmond. .. 2 55 9 20
and get a bottle of Shiloh’s Vitalizcr,every bottle
OCOTT’S HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor. has a priuted guarantee on it. use accordingly and
12 00 2 50 11 53 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 8 45 3 55
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and if il does you no good it will cost you nothing.
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms, Sold by D. R. Meengs.
12 25 S 05 12 10 ..... Bangor. ... 2 00 8 80 •3 35 $1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
be reliedon. Holland,
tHy
1 50 3 55 1 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 7 32 2 10
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Bead Ache, in
\T

now on

NO.

market correspondingdale last year. From preseat appearances, Europe will not need /to
The sale of cheese in the Montreal Import so much grain from the United
market last week reached 15,000 boxes.
States as last year, when the European
Delaware’s peach crop last year supply was insufficient to fill up slocks
amounted to 4,250,000 baskets, 2,275,000 which had been depleted by the three or
California pears are

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlcein Kenyon & Van Patten’s bank

A

WEEKLY^NEWSPAPEE,

WHOLE

countriesof the continent arc

Stato of Trade.

ipEN EYCK,
fA

1881.

9,

and

at

another sweetheart try.
Price 50 cents, trial bottles10 cents.

An Old Wend.
with a lame back and
docks and in canal boala about the harbor
iunintM
general debility; he was recommended
The finest Whiskies in the World. are not reported. Also, that a large
„
Thomas' Eclectnc Oil which cured him
amount has been shipped out of Chicago
Attorneys.
at once. This famous specific is a positive
“Baker*'Pare Hand-made Soar M*>h Bourbon.” to intermediate points where It does not
. F. & A. K.
(The beat in the State.) "Kentucky Pride" handfOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
remedy for bodily pain.
L Notary Public: RUer street.
A RaocLABCommunicationof Unity Lodok, made soar-mash. "Jackson Soar Mash.” The appear in atocka. besides a large amount
No. 191. F. * A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hal) ftaeat io the Laud. "Honeydew Boorbon." "J. on the lake and canal.”
Nothino can constitute good breeding
Ty£0 BRIDE, *CAKROLL^ Attorney*^ Law, Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July R. Clay." *'8. 8. MHIer’a Rye." The Llmeatoae
Creek Soar Mash, and the flneat line of Imported
Michigan, 0, at Tu'clock, sharp.
Hall
advises indicate that the cereal that baa not good nature for Us foundaand Domestic Wloea.

„

Baainess^ln^Kent,Ottawa and Aflegan
legan Counties
Co
will be promptly attendedto.

9-ly

H. 0.

D.L. Boyd, Stc'v

•

Mateau, W% M.

Grand Rapids,

22-6m

Michigan,

KORTLANDKR BROTHERS.

that from 5,000 to 10,000 tierces

on

the

He was

crops in Great Britain and the principal

tion.

afflicted

formal ballot for Governorgave Sherman 416
votes, Larrabee 868, Harlan 146, Campbell 76
and Kimball 17. On toe twelfthballot Sherman was nominated, receiving 506 votes,
which whs made unanunons.
the
third b& lot O. H. Manning, of Carroll
county,whs nominated for LieutenantGovernor. Austin Aduma, of Dubuque, was selected
as candidate for Supremo Judge, and John W.
Ackers for Superintendentof Public Instruction ____ Tho monotonous balloting at Albany
shows littlechange. For the short terra, oiathe
29th nit., Potter had 52 supporters, Wheeler 41,
and Conkling 32. For th* long term, Keruan
got 52 votes, Depew 50, and Platt 28.

m

jfMfend 4ifa ty*

On

HOLLAND Cim. MICHIGAN.

VEEKIT NEWS REVIEW.
THE

EAST.
Gen. Beauregard, tho vicious horse

In the ballot at Albany on the 30th
ult., for Conkling' s successor,Potter had 53
bocaoso no one dared to attend him, has boon votes, Wheel- r 43 and Conkling 32. For tho
shot in his stall as an un^fo bea-t.... Post- long term. Kemau had 53 support* r*, Dopew
51 and Ph«tt 2.3, A motion in tho Assembly
master Cadmus, of South Amboy, N. J., whoso
to adjourn sine die on Saturday was
books show a shortage on money-orders, took
tabled, tho DeniocnUs voting in tho neghis own life.
ative. The Grand Jury indicted A. D. Barber
John Shepard, of Boston, has given for paying E. R. Phelps $12,500 with which to
his team a record of 2:23 2-5, boating tho best bribe State officers, and Charles A. Edwards

which recently killed two grooraa iu N«w York,
And has lat ly been in danger of starvation

for receivingfrom Joseph Dickson $7,000 for
tho same purpose.Phelps was also arraigned,
bitt has offered $50,000 for the pair.
. .A flock
and all three gave bail. It is said that fifty
of carrier-pigeons owned in Boston have boon signatures to a call for a caucus were obtained,
lecaeningthe record. One of tho number flow but sixty-fivewere required. Tho latest sensafrom Schenectady, N. Y., to Boston in four tion at Albany is a scandal involving the name
hours, seventeenminutes and fifteen seconds. of Platt.

previous time, nnd

rumored that Vander-

it is

.

John

G. Saxe, the poet, lost a son at

Albany, last week, with

whom

On

ho was about to

the announcementof a ballot for

the long term at Albany, on the 1st insk, tho

into voluntaryliquidation,

failures. The number

and there were to

now in

The Nearest

existenceis

2,122.

The MercantileAgency of Dun, Wyman A Co. announce the extent of business
failures for lira first six months of

1881. lu

number they amount to

2,862, as compared
with 2,497 in toe first half of 1880, and 4,018
in 1879. The liabilitiesfor the first half are

stated to .be $40,000,000,compared with
$33,000,000 the first six months of 1880, and
$65,(»00,000in 1879. The semi-annual circular
issued by Dun, Wyman A Co. contains reports
from forty-fourtrade centers,nearly hII of
which indicate a higbly-prospcrouscondition
of business,with reports almost unitonuly
favorable as to the condition1 of the crops, not
only of grain, nut also of cotton, rice, sugar,
tobacco, etc. Tiie entire business outlook, an
indicated by this authenticreturn, seems
extremely favorable. Tho necessity of
some caution is at the same time indicated .....
The Chicago Times has obtained the views
of the Western State Boards of Agriculture
as to the growing crops. In Ohio the yield
is expected to be about 80 per cent, of that
of last year, tho early sown being tho best.
The acreage in Michigan is about the
same as in 1880, and only ten or twelve
bushels per acre are looked for. Indiana
expects a crop of only 30,000,000bushels, as
against 47,000,000last year, the qualitybeing
excellentWisconsin has a large acreage iu
spring, but a half breadth of winter wheat,
and the crop is in fine condition. The Iowa
board estimatestho spring-wheat crop at half
that of last year, and the winter sown at 44
per cent

— Five members name of Thomas C. Platt was withdrawn, at
New York for a yachting his own request, and that of Crowley was subtrip in the sound wore lost in a storm off stituted.The ballot for the long term gave
Bridgeport,Ct. . .Peter Cooper has decidedto Depew and Kernan each 48 votes, Crowley 20,
Mrs. Garfield had a narrow escape
open schools of instruction in type-writing and and Cornell15. For the short term Potter had
phonographyin Cooper Institute, New 48 votes, Wheeler 38, and Conkling 28. The on her hurried journey from Loug Branch to
at
cost
$25
--Bribery Investigating
Committee held a meet- the bedsideof her husband. Tho parallel rod
A special committee of the Boston Council.
reachinga vote on its report
of the engine broke while the wheels wore
.fter dnly oowdderlng the ,„b)ecUrecommend.|
^
o[ the
making 250 revolutions a minute. The broken
the immediate expenditureof $1,500,000 in the
creationof a system of public parks. .. .John dent seems to have had no influenceon tho bar tore the ties for two miles before a stop
could be made. Railway men pronounce it a
Davis, his wife and daughter, of Pittsburgh,
stalwart vote at Albany. Two ballots were miracle that tho engine did not jump the track
were Bcriously poisoned by eating smoked sturtaken on the 5th, in which Potter had 47 for and cause tho death of all on board the train ____
geon which had been cured with creosote.
the short term, Wheeler 36 and Conkling 31. At tho sand hills, about forty miles south of El
Yale beat Harvard in the annual col- Tho vote for the long term gave Depew 48, Paso, the decaying bodies of thirteenmen of
lege boat race by three lengths. The rave was Kernan 47, Wheeler 24, Crowley 19 and Cor- the Mexican Central survejiug party we e
found by some American touriits.The nows
nell 15.
rowed at New Loudon, CL
was at once carried to El Paso, from which
WASII1NC2TOH.
make

Ins home for the future

of a party which left
.

W,

a

of

000.
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^
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THE WENT.

The

Attorney General MacYeao mnsists
harvest in Southern Kansas is
about over. The wheat is of excellent quality, that there will be no “lot up" in the starbat the average is fifteen bushels per acre, as route prosecution, the Presidentand the Cabicompared with sixteen last year ..... Henry net being determined to go to the root of the
ViQard and his associateshave filed at Port- business.
land articles of incorporationof the Oregon
Sir Edward Thornton has handed to
Transcontinental Company, with a capital of
the Presidenthis letters of recall from Wash150,000,000 ..... A report has gained credence
in HL Louis that Gen. Grant has sold his ington as British Envoy, invoking a continufarm on the Gravois road to Jay Gould for ance of the kindly relations between the two
nations. President Gariield paid the re$75,000.
tiring Minihter tho highest compliments
George Kissell, Assistant City for his services in bringing about
Treasurer at St. Louis, died from the effectsof two very important arbitrations...... The
hot weather
A loss of $25,000 was inflicted Presidenthas appointedB. 8. Foster to
upon the Atlanticmine, at Houghton, Mich., the Marshalship of Indiana,made vacant .by
the resignation of William W. Dudley ____ The
by the burning of the engine and shaft houses.
receipts from internal revenue for the fiscal
____ A boiler in a saw-mill near Grant City, Mo.,
wac scattered over a mile of territory by an year were $134,974,166,and from customs
explosion.The engineer, A. B. Williams, was $197,500,000.
shockinglymangled ..... The newly-constructed
SecretaryKirkwood suspended Thewater-tank on the western hills back of Cinophilus French from the office of Commissioner
ci email, with a capacity of nearly 3,000,000
galkma, burst about midnight, undermining of Railroads,whereuponMr. French intimated
his intention to resign at once ____ Secretary
aereral houses. Thu structure cost $50,000.
.

.

.

.

Star.

In an interesting articleon Southern
stars, reprinted in Science, Mr. Pope, of
New Zealand, describes Alpha Gentauri,
the known nearest fixed star to the earth.
This magnificentdouble star, he says, is
the finest object of the kind in the heavens. Beside being a binary star of very
short period, every one knows that Alpha
Gentauriis our next neighbor among the
stars, and that it was the first to give
up the secret of its parallax under direct
transit circle observations. The color
of this star is straw-yellow, or sometimes
golden-yellow,according to the state of
the atmosphere. When there is a haze,
of course the smaller star is somewhat

^

i

company

in

Ukh.,
mated

1 is

S

A laborer engaged

as follows:

per cent bonds .................... $
Five per cents .........................4:19, H41, 350
Four and one-halfper cents ........... 250,000,000
Four ncr cent* ........................738,(159,750
Refundingcertificates................. 688,800
Navy pension fund .................... 14,000,000

with corn, was burned, the estiloss being $10,000.

Six

filled

in grading a rail-

.

THE SOUTH*
The

Erlanger syndicate,which propores to build a railroad from New Orleansto
Meridian, Miss., has paid $290,000 for the
Spanish Fort road, six miles in length, to obtain an entrance into the Crescent City ____
CapL Robert Hardie,the only survivorof the

Dartmoor prison outrage

of

has most certainly lost an enormous
amount of hers, there must have been a
time when the sun and his system were

to keep the peace for one year, for horsewhipearth is very akin to us all, and, in
ping Lord Edward Thyune. The latter had
abducted the - Marquis’ wife. Col. Neapau children’s out-of-door plays, soils them
was fined £100 for abetting the assault ____ not inwardly. There is iu it a kind of
The French fisbiug-l>oat Emii Ernestine was consanguinity
all creatures;
sunk off the coast of New Brunswick, by colli- by it we touch
the sympathy of

between
upon

.

kindness
for our poor relations, the brutes. Let
children have a free, open-air sport, and
fear not though they make acquaintance
wdth the pigs, the donkeys and the chickens— they may form worse friendship
with wiser-lookingones; encourage a
familiarity with all that love to court
them ; dumb animils love children, and
children love them. There is a language among them which the world’s
language obliterates in the elders. It is
of more importance that you should
incurred at
make vour children loving than that you

iuRissia.”

A loss of

£30,000

waa

our

should make them wise. Above all
things, if you become old and poor,
these will be better than friends that
will never neglect you. Children
brought up lovingly at your knees will
never slict their doors upon you, and
point where they would have you go.—
The Housekeeper.

|

..

,

*

Kentucky breeder and owner of running horses,
dead.

;

m

AdamThompson,

colored, was executed

at Dallas, Texas, for killing John Schumaker
five years ago.

Availableassets—
Cash in treaaury .....................
} 249,363,415

It is reported that the Khedive of
Egypt

ne**. He was born in Williamsburg,Mass., in
1802. .... Henry P. McGrath, tho well-known

i

i

Donds Issued to Pacific railway companies, Interest payable In lawful money,
principaloutstanding................
64,623,672
Interest accrued and not yet paid ...... 1,9:18,705
Interest paid by United States. ........ 49,528,566
interest repaid by companies—
Interest repaid uy transportationof
mails ............................... 14,426,126
By cash paymentsof 5 per cent, of net
earnings.............................
655,198
Balance of interest paid by the United
Htatos ............................... 34,447,241

$

-

will

THE MARKETS.

soon decree the abolition of slavery

NEW YORK.

in his domain ..... There is great troublebrew-

Bzzvr.s ............................
8 75 fil2 (X)
Hooa ..............................
5 95 (<4 6 25
COTTOS ............................11 (-4 11 'i
Flour -flupvrfine .................4 00 (<4 4 75
Wheat— No. 2 Hprin#..............1
1 23
No. 2 Red ................1 27 <* 1 28
Cobn— UiiRraded ..................
50 ,M 56
Oats— Mixed Western.............. 41 (4 44
Pork— Mess .....................16 50 <417 25
Labd ............................. 11)4(4 11 ^

ing between tho Turks and the Greeks. Turkey holds on to tho frontier, insteadof ceding
it, and has askod for and been refused an extension of time for the evacuationthereof.

22

Three children of Sheriff Micken, of
The Pension Office.
Hernando county, Fla., aged 8, 11 and 14,
CHICAGO.
On turning over his office to his successor,
; Bkeves— Choice Graded Steers....5
wwre murdered by a negro in whoso charge
The very last appointments made to Col Dudley, Mr. Bentley, Commissionerof
Cows and Heifers ........ 3
they were left
left After robbing the house, toe
...
Medium to Fair ..........5
endeavoredto kill the father on his way office by PresidentGarfield,previous to being Pensions,made the following statementsas to Hons .............................
5
the conditionin which he would leave the office, I FLOUR— Fancy White Winter Ex... 5
home, but, instead, was captured, confessed shot by the assassinGuiteau,were tho follow
Good
to
Choice
Spring
Ex..
5
his crime, and was lynched iu presence of 200 ing : CharlesP&yson, of Massachusetts,
Charge and as to the future of the pension service
I Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............1
fcifa-ZATlW,
d’ Affaires at Copenhagen, vice Cramer, trans-

:

“

ferred to Switzerland; George W. Carter, of
Louisiana,Minister to Venezuela, vice John
actively carried on In Georgia for several Baker, recalled ; and the Rev. Henry Highland
mootoa past culminated in the assembling of Garnett.of New York, MinisterResident and
a State convention at Atlanta at which Consul General to Lioeria, vice John H. Smythe,
recalled.
count.eswere represented. Judge W.
GENERAL.
H. Underwood, of Rome, was elected Pre.-ideot It was resolved to ask the Legislature to
Edwin Booth and wife and J. H. and
a prohibitoryact — Four persons were
killed and fourteenwounded near Covington, Mrs. McVicker have reached Sew York ____ ParKjMon the 4th. by the collision of two picnic nell has not yet decided as to the date of his
trams.
visit to this country, tho object of which is to
discouragethe exertionsof O’Doiiovan-Rossa
POLITICAL.
and his skirmishers.
In the ballot at Albany for Senator,
The recent electricalstorm swept over
an too 28th ult., for the short terra, Potter got
a wide expanse of territory,inflicting heavy
A votes, Wheeler 42, and Conkling 31. For damage. A tornado and hail-storm at Franktt* long term Depew had 50, Kernan 49, and
lin, N. H., moved the Catholic Church six
Platt 27. The fact has developed that State inches and blew down two residences.... Maj.
Senator Sessioiinwas indicted for bribery, and Gen. Zorvando Canales, of the Mexican army,
be has been held to bail in $3,000. A long con- commander of the districtof Tam&ulipas, died
ference between the Republican factions was laKt week, at Matamoras, in hia 40th year.
held in the evening, and it is state i that the
There are 44,490 postoffices in the
. administration men refused , o trade on the
(msu of Depew for the long term United States. During tho year 2,894 were es.nod Conkling for the short one.... tablished and 1,408 discontinued.The nomber
Tho Republican State Committee of Virginia
met in Richmond,Jane 28, with fnll ranks. of Postmasters commissioned is 10,441....
-John F. Lewis took the chair, but soon called Work on the Yorktown eentcnnnial monument,
upon State Senator Early to preside. A reso- which is to cost $100,000,will be begun at
lution calling upon Lewis and Gen. Wickham once.
fto retign waa Anally adopted. It was resolved
The race on the Ottawa river, in which
that a convention be held in Lynchburg on
Wallace Rosa defeated Triokett, Gaudier and
Jtag. 10, to which no person would be eligible
« a delegate who had participatedin the Ro- others, was witnessedby 20,000 persona. Hanadjuxter Convention.J. W. Cochran (oolored), Ian acted as referee, and was presented by toe
of Rockingham,was elected Chairman. ...The corporationwith a chain and cup.... A party
Greenbackcrs of the Second district of Maine of coutractors have sailed from San Francisco
have nominated W. R. Gilbert for Congress.
for the Isthmus of Pautima, to build twenty
The Iowa Republican State Conven- villages along the survey of De Lesseps’
canal. California redwood will be used,
taou, held at Des Moines, June 29. called to the and nearly $1,000,000will be disbursed .....
•ohar Hon. James Wilson. Horn John Y. Fifty-four national banks were organized durwas made permanent Chairman. An in- ing the fiscal year Just closed, nineteen went

The

ms

temperance work which has been

AND
Druises,

Burns

AND
Scahls,

Toothache

AND
Headache,

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

(fOSTETElft

Sitters

The number of new pensions granted during

the year will

War

be about

25,000, exclusive of the I
1

more than 6 per cent over toe
last

an increase of ;
number granted

of 1812 pensions. This is

year. A

portion

of

this increase

is

accountedfor by the fact that we have
handled a very large number of new
claims during the year, many of which

were for gunshot wounds, or

:

'

for

some disease of which there waa a record.
This element will enter more largely into the
work of next year, and continue to increase
the number of annual settlements until the
claims that are pending but not yet reached
for adjustmeut have been fixed. After that
the work will again fall back into ita usual
course. The settlementsnext year ought to
reach from 45.000 to 50,000. First, there
are probablyfrom 5,000 to 7,000 cases
on the flies ready, or nearly so, for
tho issue of certificates.Second, there
will bo an increaseof the examining force,
including that relieved from the work upon tho
new records, equal to nearly 50 per cent.
Third, there will be a large increasein the
number of special agenta, which, under the
law as modifiedlast winter, onght considerably
to increase the number of claims that will be

settled. These advantages,togetherwith the
character of the oLims before referred to,
ought to nearly if not quite double the
number of allowance a.
have exhausted tho pension appropriation this
year, $50,802,806.68,and “have been compelled to carry over into July nearly all toe
May and June settlements. I think they will

We

Feeble and Sickly Pcraoni
Reoorer their riUlltyby panning a coarse of Hoctetter'a StomachBitten,the moat popularinTigorantand
alteraUte medicine in use. General debility,ferer and
arue, dyspepeia,constipation,
rheumatismand other
maladiesare completelyremovedby it. Aak those who
have used It what it has done for them.
For sale by

all

Druxcist*and Dealersgenerally.

first substance,and beget a

i

. •

ill-

Dysentery,

A child of 3 years of age with a
of London was found, his money having
been taken. Tho wounded man is a book in its infant hands is a fearful
young newspaper reporter, who will sight. It is too often the death warrant,
be charged with the murder ..... such as the condemned stupidly looks

Cash hi treasury ........................
249,363,415

Chief Justice

Diarrhoea,

the mutilatedcorpse of a retired business man

|

Hiram Warner, formerly

Cholera,

less developed, but far hotter

Debt leas cash In treasury ............ $l,840,59s)811 Norwich, England, by the burning of a mustard
Decreaae during June .................
12,323,159
Decrease since June 30, 1880 ........... 101,573,483 warehouse ____ In the Henley regatta the Cor
Current liabilitiesnell boat was cut by striking that of the Lon
interest due and unpaid. ...............
2,125,544
a halt for repairs. On
Debt on which interest has ceased ...... 6,723,865 dou Club, necessitating
Interest thereon........................
718,686 the second start tho Americans lost tho race,
Gold and silver certificates.............56,949,450 coming out third ____ The directors of the De
Dick Wood, a notonous character in I United States notes held for redemption
Loisops Canal Company have practically comof certificates of deposit. .............
..........
11,925,000
A
*J
pleted the purchase of the Panama railway for
WoiibernTexas, was taken from the Sheriff near
Cash balance availableJuly 1, 1881.... 170,920,869
$17,500,000, and the canal is to follow closely
Carino,and shot to death. •
Total. ............................
$ 249,363,415 the line of the track.

of Georgia, died at Atlanta, after a long

Cramps,

and brighter, than they are now— when tney
formed, probably, a white star — that is
to say, there was, quite poesiblv, a time
when the light from our sun bore the
same relation to his mass as the light
FOHEIGX.
When an express train stopped at from Alpha Gentauri bears now to its
mass. We may also believe that matters
Brighton,England, one day lately,a man was
are less advanced in the planets (if there
found in one of the carriages badly wounded.
are any) of this neighboring system than
The presence of several bulletsin the woodthey are with us.
work, and tho injured man's story, caused a
search to be made in Balcombe tunnel,where
Smart Children,

the war of 1812, died

. ,

Neuralgia,

the sun is, and has been, very slowly but
surely losing his heat, just as our earth

point a strong detachment of troops was soi t
out. It is believedthat the massacre was the
work of the remnant of Victoria's band of
Apaches, who for months have been commuting depredationsin the Sierra Candelena.

|
.

the other night at Baltimore, aged 83 years ____
The steamboat Phaeton burst her boiler near
Maysnlie, Ky., and waa blown to pieces. Five
persons were killed and five injured. The
rhaeton was racing with the Hardy when the
explosion occurred.

.

Rheumatism,

3:1. Now, if it is true, as physicists
have good grounds for believing, that

sion with a bark, and six of her crew were
drowned ..... An Irish process-server,named
McAnliffe,was shot dead in his house, near
Castle island, for giving evidence against
the President of the local land league....
Total Interest-bearingdebt .......... Jl, 639, 067, 750
The court at Constantinople has sentenced to
Matured debt ...........
6,723,865
death the three Pashas and six servantsconLegiltenders ............346,741,651
cerned in the murder of Abdul Aziz. Two
Certificates of deposit
11,925,000
other Pashas are to undergo ten years of penal
Fractionalcurrency ..... 7,105,953
Gold and silver oertiflservitude ____ Johann Most, tho editor of the
cates ..................
511,949,450
London FreUirit, was sentenced by Chief Justice Coleridge to sixteen months’ imprisonment
422,721,954
Total without Interest.
for writing an articleapproving Oi’ tho assasTotal debt ...........................
*2.069.013,569 sination of tho Czar. Most responded: “We
Total interest ...........................20,918,657 might as well be

road track at Edenville,Iowa, expressed the
hope that President Garfield would not recover. and was so badly pounded by a fellowworkman that he died.

REMEDY FOR

os

;

The public-debtstatement issued July

Cincinnati.

A grain warehouse above Port Huron,

A SAFE AND SURE

a.

j

irfi;
• •8,toK to ,hesrn‘ >' i
$500,000 has been
taken
for a new stock-yards

Fau-Kiitt

more affected by it than the larger. This
tends to give it a slight brownish tint
when the sky is not clear. Alpha Ceutauri is a star of the second class. Its
spectrum is very like that of the sun.
Even the principal dark lines are tine,
and they apparently occupy the same
relative positions as do the well-known
lettered lines in the solar spectrum.
There can be no doubt, in fact, that the
physical constitution of this great star
is, in most respects, the same as that of
the sun. It is probable, however, that
Alpha Gentauri is less developed than
the sun; for, ns Mr. Proctor has pointed
out, its light is brighter than its mass
would lead us to expect it to be, judging
from the light of our sun as compared
with his mass. While tho mass of the
star is to the moss of the sun as 2:1, the
light of the star is to the light of the sun

Tho Empress of Germany has uudergone a
at — fatal, yet beyond his comprehension.
severe surgicaloperation, and is recovering
quite rapidly ____ The delegate from Russia to What should a child 3 years old—
the Monetary Conference has submitted to his nay, 5 or 6 years old— be taught?
Governmenta report opposingbimetallism.
Strong meats for weak digestionsmake
An avalanche in the Canton of Grisels, not bodily strength. Let there be
Switzerland, overwhelmed 1,300 sheep and nursery tides and nursery rhymes. I
At midnight two masked men robbed
their shepherds. In the Canton of Berne, a would say to every parent, especially
* «Ugw-ooachnear Alamosa,Col., securing holders can have them cashed in full with interto every mother, sing to your children,
tract on which there are meadows and houses
from the six passengers about $800.... The est, on presentation at the Treasury Department is graduallyslipping down toward tho lake ____ tell them pleasant stories ; if in the coun„ ______ it i. n ______
amount involved is about $30,000,000 ____
try, be not too careful lest they get a
B. Fry, Aa.i.Unt Adjutant General/.,
Wiltabire
ill iHiaiuit ntHi uuniitojjijiinjvrtiutu oi
rntuvri Opn Hancock haa attkerf nromrv- Townshend was fined £500 and costs, and held little dirt upon their hands and clothes
|

PERRY DAVIS’

75 (4 6
00 (4 4
25 (45
00 <0 6
75 W 6

IRON

TONIC

Is r preparation of Protoxideof Iron, Peruvian
Bark and the Phosphates,associated with tha
Vegetable Aromatics. Endorsed by the Medical
Profession,and recommended by them for Dya-

pepalss.General Debility, Female Diseases, Wssnt of Vitality, Nervous Pros-

tration,Convalescencefrom Fevers
and Chronic Chllla and Fever. It serves
every purposewhere a TONIC Is necessary.
Minofietaredby The Dr. Harter MedicineCo., St lonii.

The folloij4ngis one

of the very many testimowe arOTecelving dally:
Gmf/vmm.'— Some three months ago I began tha
nse of Dr. Hartrk'b Iron Tonic, upon the advice of many friends who knew its virtues. I waa
sniferlng fTom general debility to such an extent
that my labor was exceedingly burdensometo me.
A vacation of a month did not give me much relief, hut on the contrary, waa followedby Increased prostration ami sinking chills. At thia
Ume I began the use of your IRON Tonic, from
which 1 realizedalmost immediateand wonderful
results. The old energy returned and I found that
my natural force was not permanently abated. 1
have used three bottles of the Tonic. Since using
it I have done twice the labor that 1 ever did In the
same time during my Illness, and with double the
ease. With the tranquilnerve and vlgorof body,
has come also a clearnessof thought never before
enjoyed. If the Tonic has not done the work, I
know not what. 1 give It the credit.
Most gratefullyyours,
j p.
Troy, O , Jan. 2, 1878. Pastor ChristianChurch.
nials

watson

25
7.5

45
35
25
(K) (a 5 50
10 (n. 1 12
No. 3 Spring .............. 99 <4 1 04
Corn— No. 2 ......................
45
47
Oath— No. 2 .................... 37 (4 38
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 96 (4 97
Barlky— No. 2. .................... 99 (4 1 00
Buttkb Choice Creamery ......... 18
22
Eooh— Fresh. ....................
13 («. 14
Pork— Mess .......................
1C 25 (416 50
Labd ............................
ll)tf

For Sale by

Druggistsand GeneralDealers Every where

TO FARMERS

AND

THRESHERMEN.
want
buy Thrnhm, Cloitr
lliillm,
Portable
use

(4

If

you

to

or
(either
or Traction, to
for threshing, sawing or for general
purpose*), buy the ,TStarve<T Rooster" goods. “Th* B'‘t art tht

(4

Chmprit."For Price-LUtand Hlustrated Pamphlets(sent Ire*)
write to The Am, than A Tailor
Company. Man*Ueld. O.

11*Q

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— Na

1 .....................
1 17 <4 1 20
No. 2 .....................
ill (4 1 17
Corn— No. 2 ......................
45
<r'
Oath -No. 2 ........................35 (4 36
Bra-No. ........................ 97
98
Barley— No. 2. .................... 99 (4 1 00
Pork— Meta ...............
16 25 (416 50
Labd ............................. 11^(4 11
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heaven only knows. Then count

PACTS FOR THE CURIOUS.

his
railroad and other stocks and bonds, his
The razor-fish,though it Uvea in salt real estate, etc., and the figures become
water, seems to abhor salt
bewildering. Flood, the bonanza king,
The tusks iu a full-grown male fle- told me once that he was worth $50,000.000 at lefiat and Mackay was worth
phant sometimes are ten feet long.

more.

O’Brien, since dead, was
The white shark sometimes attains
supposed
to be worth
worth about
______ tiut same,
the enormous weight of 10,000 pounds.
and also Fair, now Senator,hoi
In high mountain altitudes the boilin the golden days of Oomstock, f>
ing point of water becOmeo so low that
the pockets petered out Take the
food cannot be cooked in it.
wealth pb-Vauderbiltand let it Increase
In hot climates the eight-armed ent- for ten or twenty years as fast quit has
ile- fish sometimes becomes of such size increased during the past deoade, and
as to measure twelve feet across its cen- what is there he cannot do? Jay Gould
ter and to have each of its arms between the same, Mackay the same, and a
forty and fifty feet
v>
dozen others. . I am not much of a
Ancient Rome was divided into four- Communist, but I must say that I look
teen quarters. It had seventeenprisons, with great apprehensionat the rapid
eleven basilicasor courts of justice, 138 accumulation of these countless milltemples dedicatedto the gods, nine cir- ions in the hands of a few men. But
let them slide; they don’t owe me anycuses and throe amphitheaters.
There are no fewer than six different thing, and I am very glad I don’t owe
breeds of ponies in Britain, varying in them. I don’t care much for money
height from seven and a half to fourteen myself. There are, however, two things
and a half hands. They are the Shet- I would like to be rich for. One is so
land, the Welsh, the New Forest, the that I could have a pair of suspenders
to every pair of pantaloons, aud the
Exmoor and the Yorkshiremoor.
other so I could stay at home on rainy
Dr. Wallaston,the distinguished
days— like to-day, for example.—
scientist,who first made platinum useWanhinyton Cor. Philadelphia Times.
ful for the arts, obtained wires of platinum, gold and iron, in excessivetenuiA I.flMlns;Joke.
ty, by first drawing the metals into a
A prominent physician of Pittsburgh said
fine wire* which he covered with silver. jokingly to a lady patient who was complaining
still

long.

The diameter of the infusoriais but
one 250,000,000th of an inch. Yet

of her continuedill-health,and of his inability
to cure her, "Try Hop Bitters!” The lady
took it in earnest and used the Bitters, from

Elicrnberg asserts that he has seen in- which she obtained permanenthealth. She
fusoria provided with 200 stomachs. now laughs at the doctor for his joke, but h*e is
Minute us monads are, they ore, to use not so well pleased with it, as it cost him a
good patient.— I/arrwbury PairioL
Humboldt’s expression,“dwellings and
pasture grounds” for other animalcules
Married for Love.
'

still less.
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Not only do they
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gives SPECIAL
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

constantlyon hand, from which is built the Incomparable wood-work of our machinery.

TRACTION EN61NES

Hon, of which Dr. Holman's Pad is the
GENUINE and ONLY TRUK EXPONENT.
Every Imitation is an emphatic endorsement of the

OOO Ff*t
ejected Lumber
(from tXrf*
tori air-dH»d)
to lit y

but in disappointing the purchaserthey bring

CRAWN &

I. L.

Hon and maitriaU not dreeinodat by other makers.
Four «1m* of Separators,from 6 to 18 bora*
capacity, /or Keatn or hort* jxneor.
Two » Lyles of H Mounted ^ Horn- Powers.

lowed in hia footstepsaa dotely aa the law will

Strong til.mart durable, and

UleUnt

A WEEK. Ill day
home eatllymad*. OX
$72 outfit
free. Addreee Truk A Co., AugvtaJ

i

a

mads. 8, 10* 13 liorae row
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substantial worth ef the genuine

at

article. A poor one is never copied.

Each Genuine Holman Pad heart
Private Revenue Stamp of the

the

HOLMAN PAD

CO., with the above Trade.

The man who has married for love is a
Mark printed in green. Buy A'ene IRfAouf It.
happy fellow. He is generally cheerful,
and always thinking about the dear onas FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
at home. He prefers to live out of town
Or sent by mall, pest-pald,on receiptof f a.OO.
for the sake of the children. He is
DR. HOLMAN'S sdSrice is raxa. Full treadM
at the expense of its own substance,a
rarely late at business, rises early, tent free on application. Addreee
. provisionalfoot, which stretcheditself
gardens a little,oats a hearty breakfast,
out rapidly, and performed all the funcand goes to the necessarylabor with a
[P. 0. Box 211X] 744 Broadway, N. V.
NICHOLS, SHEPARD A OO.
tions of a permanent member. When
light heart and a clean conscience.
Battl* Creek, Ml oh lean.
its task was done the foot was at once
He often brings home pleasant surabsorbed into the body.
prises for his wife and children. You $5 to $20
AGENTS WANTED QUICK to soli the
A popular notion existed in the olden may recognize him in trains loaded with
times that thunder prognosticatedevil parcels, whioli he good naturedlycarries
Now ready for Agents. Most dtnirabU edition. Low
or good, according to the day of the with perfect unconcern of what others
priced. MUttons an; waiting for It. Grand Aar reel
week on which it occurred.Df it oc- think— a new bonnet, music, books, a $66 a w*ek In your own town. Tonus and $5 outfit for A(/ent*. Particularsfree. Outfit HOc. Act
free. Addroa H. HaUJtTT <k Co., Portland, Me.
dutch. Address HUBBARD BROS., Chicago, ill.
curred on Sunday, it brought about the cloak for his wife; while in another
death of learned men, Juoges and oth- parcel the wheels of a cart, a jack-in-theYOUNG
ers • on Tuesday, it augured plenty of box, a doll, or skipping rope, intrude lug offices. Address VaLXXTIMBBbos., Janesville,Wl*
grain ; on Wednesday,death of harlots through the paper and suggest the
and bloodshed ; on Thursday, it brought nursery. He is brave and kind, though A SI, TO WANTED for th* Best snd FutastA Sdltng Pictorial Books and Blbloa. Prices reduced
plenty of sheep and corn ; on Friday, he makes no noise in the world.
M per ct. National PublishingCo., Chicago,111.
“ the slaughter of a great man and other
The humanizing influence of that
horrible murders on Saturday, pesti- darling red-cheeked little fellow who
lence and death. It was also a popular calls him father brings a glow and rap- u*«d in every family. Non# but sotlre men, well recommended, need apply. Address,with stamp,
fancy that the ringing of bells in popu- ture of the purest pleasure earth holds;
J. E. JOHNSTON, P. O. flox 894. Syracuse,N. V.
lous cities charmed away thunder.
for the mau who baa never felt a tiny
Send by express or mall and get
The soundings made in the Atlantic hand clasp his will always lack something
i then*,
them, gold or silver- plated. In
M
silveror nickel,ftl bn.
show its bottom to be an extensivepla- —he will be less human, less blessed Chain*, in gold, tl£0. 8.1
A Co.. 187 KlmSt..N.Y.
teau, varying in depths at different than others.
This is the noble, the honest, the only
points. The average depth is 12,000
feet, though the steamer Cyclops ob- *orm
wiat imparts real contentClassicalstudy popularised.Cwsar and Xsnophoa Representing the choicest-selected
Tortoise1
t
mi
finrl tliof will
/>
41. »
turned a depth of 15,000 feet This meut and joy, that will make a deathbed Homer and Vlrril taught by correspondence. Class* Shell and Amber. The lightest,handsomest,
for beginnersinGresk and Latin also. Send stirap for
and strongest known. Sold bv Opticiansand
ocean floor begins about 150 miles from glorious, and love see peace through its parUoular*
" CLASSICALCLUB."
P. 0. Box 447, New Haven. Conn.
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
the Irish coast; there the descent from tears. It is ho purely unselfish, so tenM’F’Q CO., 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
the shallow to deep water is very rapid, derly tnro; it satisfies the highest inreaching 10,500 feet in fifty miles, giv- stincts, it stimulates men to the best
ing an angle of descent greater than that deeds they are capable ol.— Yonkers
of Italian Alps. The deepest part of the Statesman.

Dujordin observed that when a

miliola (a microscopicanimal) attempted to
cGmb up the side of a vase, it could improvise, as it were, on the instant, and
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REVISED NEW TESTAMENT
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WANTED-»lbr^S,b'LT.™
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on the American side, near
the banks of Newfoundland,where a
great basin exists ranging east and west
for nearly 1,000 miles, and whose depth
is believed to exceed the highest of the
Himalaya mountains.
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Atlantic is

AdrertUinf Cheat*.
has become bo common to write the beginning of an elegant, interesting articleand then
run it into some advertisement that we avoid
all such cheats and simply call attention to the
merits of Hop Bittora in aa plain, honeat terraa
as possible, to induce people to give them one
trial, as no one who knows their value will ever
use anyth ng else.-— Frooideno*Advertiser.
It

The
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THE NEW EDUCATION EYE-CLASSES
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Help

those who help themselves," and Nature invariably helps those who take Warner’s Safe
Kidney and Liver Cure,

JPor Ohlllm and 3Pe\7-©xr
AND ALL DI8IASIS
Caused by Malarial Polsoulng ef the Blood.

A

WARRANTED CURE.
$£1.00.

Silk

first came from China, and the
Chinese still have many importantsecrets

connected with it unknown to EuropeIn a good year they send ns much
os $25, 000, 000 worth of raw silk to England alone. The “ hanks,” or books as
they ore called, arrive with caps made of
a single cocoon. This is done by a process unknown in Europe.

ans.

A

For sale by

all

^n,
m

Chamber'sMagazine.

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powders are

A

[Extract

from a London MedicalJournal.]

"
solutionIn medical practice has
spreadthroughoutEngland. It has been discovered that most remarkablecurre attend the application of a newlylnvent<*d
miniature Galvanic
Generatorto diseased part* of the body. Experience has shown that It acU Immedlalelyupon
the blood, nerves and secieUons, producingmore
relief in a few hours than medicine has given In
•••ks and months. No shock or unpleasant
feeling attends Its use. It can be worn day or
night, Interfering
In no way with the drew or
occupetionof dally life."

are
particularly plentiful at this season of the year,
almost invariably disorder the stomach and su-

Faultless, Gentle Laiative.

YourfamilyPhvsIci.".
if consulted, will assure
routbst it is his dailycustomto apply electricity
b oases of Constipationand IU attendingevils.
For a long time the profession has been aware of
the remarkable effects of Electricity tn Medical
treatment,but the large size of all Electric Appliances and their high cost have rendered It

I

|

_

nerindneeOramns, Cholera Morbus, and what
is worse, Diarrhea and Chronic Dysentery.
People who desire to preserve their health
should be exceedingly careful about their diet
at this season, and at no time should they be
withouta supply of Pkrrt DaVis’ Pain Killer.
the safest, surest and speediest remedy for ail
troubles of the stomach or bowela. All drug-

of0

thl* n4,ur41 nuntHly within
No doubt mane peoplewill be astonishedto
bam that electricityis one of the most effective
Laxativesknown. While acting quickly, it is
thaPreach

11

harmless, differing
ffdically b this respect from the Pillsand cathartics commonly sold . The latter olten afford
temporary relief, but leave the Individual worse
after each attack, and, If taken habitually, seriously derange the Internalorgans, as any regular Practitioner will

affirm.

gists sell iL

Indlgestio « «Mietl|*n(ton.Torpid Liver, IHlloueness,Malnrlu Xt'ruk
AI1124C5 Stomach, Mervouenees, Fain In'lhe Hack, Khrumatism.et4*~Vle’

posited in the treasury vaults in tliis
city. From them alone his income is
over $2,000,000 a year.
many
coupon bonds of the Government be has

How

_

_

BAKER'S PAIN PANACEA

beast

DR. ROGEB’S

WORMS.

WORM

mm

gsstloa.

That fealbg ef bearingdown, caoxbg pain, sretgM
and backache,Is always permanently cured by Itaxs^
It will at all times and under all circumstances
oel la.
harmonywith the laws that govern the female i
For the cure of Kidney Complaintsof sithar
Compoundla unsurpassed.
LYDIA F.. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE Ct
POUND U prepared at m and IU Western At*
Lynn, Mass. Price $L Six bottles for ft. Sent by
in the form of pills,also in the fores of loeengm
receipt of price, $1 per box for either.Mrs.]
freelyaaswersall lettersof Inquiry, lend for farngfelet Address as above. Mention this Paptr.

ms

i

man and

insUntly destroys

HAM*

LIVER PUJA They cure constipation,bUiowanaas
and torpidity of the liver.Keen taper box.
Mar Sold by all Dragging. "It*

LIST OF DISEASE*

ALWAYS CURABLE BY U8INO

MEXICAN

MUSTANG

I

LINIMENT.
OP HUMAN FLESH.

Rheumatism,

oriwiMitgr
Scratches,
Sores and Galls,

Baras and Scolds,
.
Stings and Bites,
Spavin, Cracks,
Cate and Bruises, Screw Worm, Orrnk,
Sprains * Stitches, Foot Hot, Hoof All.
Contracted Muscles Lameness,
Stiff Joints,
Swlnny, rounder*.
Dnekache,
Eruptions*

Sprains, Strains,
Sore Feet,

Frost Bites,

Stiilhess,

*nd all external diseases, and every hurt or

*Mr'

"•«»

hb^"ct

" u Wor° ""•e*"'"*
.o
u our counter and also by all respectabledruggists, or w* will send them directnostnaldon
ftOT^hoMuSng theia 011 di^ecll0n, “eh Generator. Every mail brings most gratifying litter!!

aeddnt

For ftntral use in family,stable and stock yard #1*
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OF
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«ilUqns. bee that the copy you lug
!JH!_d“**n*r4Tl.n*ion Steel snd wood. Arenbi-
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m

HEADACHE

(tan dM box of throw* valnablo PILLS, with fall directionsfor m complete cure, mailed to
address on receipt of nine three-cent postage
stamps, bor sale by all druggists 25c. Bole Proprietors,

A

Baltimore, ILL
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D. 8 E MATHEWS A CXX.
M end 68 Fifth Avenue,Chicago,Ol
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PILLS
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BROWN CHEMICAL COMPANY,

DEBILITY, Lost ^

,i±CJLmbln^: ,iM of p4d- 7ih» inebse -toes
,,Ul4™- U1’ m»t
old-style S$u Belts when you can get Um
improved for
*• JCJectricLight," a fl silama
Paper, tent free unsealed ; sesJedJc.
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1

A-t-lf-M•t. L M.Tt-M.

cures pain in

BYRUP

I

who are troubled with the above-named or similar ailments will find Immediate relief in this wonderUUslm*ClyTm7rveiouh
^ *°
40 d Port4,)l4lb»t it occasion* no inconvenience, whilst IU remedialeffect

Save your child from aches and pains and
give new life and vigor to its feeble body. Do
bo iMirsuadcd to use the only true remedy, sure
and harmless, Dr. Holman’s Pad absorption
treatment.

. Yanderbilt’sBonds.
HOW T» SECURE HEALTH.
It la itrauife any on* will inffer from dsrancemenU
It is of course absurd for anybody to
broughton by Impure blood, when 8COV ILL’S SARSAattempt to tell bow much any very rich
PARILLA AND BTILU5GIA, or BLOOD AND
man is worth. Probably Vanderbilt is LIVER SVRUP, will matore health to the phyMcal orthe riahest man in 'the world. One ganization.It is a strengthenInf lyrnp, pleasant to take,
thing I do know, that he ha* at least and the BEST BU)OD PURIFIER ever dUcovered,
$50,000,000that he has no use for, and oaring Scrofula, Syphil.tio disorder*. Weaknew of the
Kidney*,Erydpelaa,Malaria, Nemos disorder*. DebtlI don’t know how much more. Tin’s
ity, Bilious complaint*, and Diseases of the Blood, Lirsr,
amount he has in registeredbonds, de- Kidneys,Stomach, 6k.n, etc.

will cure entirely the

All

ru.

owner of stock will do
--- , --— jy are prepared by the
Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago, DL, a very
reliableArm, and sold by all good druggists.

*

”

CURES

rec-

--

worst form of Female (Maeovarian troubles, Inflammationand Uloaao
tlon. railingand Displacements,
and the coaesfoaxl
Spinal Weaknem, and Is particularly
adapted to tbm
Chang* of Ufa.
It will dlaeolve and expel tumors from the a>sr*afc
aa early stage at developmentThe tendencyto sameerous huaiors there is checked very speedily by Hi
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all erwvtag
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stoma*.
It cures Bleating,Headaches, Nervous Prostislls^
General Debility, Sleeplsssnoss, Depressionand ladl
It

plaints,all

I

stock-ownera who have used
them as the best Horse and Cattle Medicine to
be had. 'If the animal is Scraggy,Spiritless,or
pojdam are an excel-

l

Wubsi—

I

ommended by

Spring and Summer Diet#
Green fruit and bad vegetable*, which

KK K.

UClifMtl

i

indicate the character of the speculations
on which their conclusions rest. Sum-

centimetre. Figures like these convey’
no meaning to the mind, and they are
introducedhere only to show the character and present state of the research.—

YWH

X^PoaltjveCure
PaUfkl OeasUUU a*4
socemmoa te ear best f resale popalatlea.

fer all these

Ho family should be withoutLTDIA C. PINK

absolute diameter
The man who is accused unjusty can
of a molecule and their number in a
afford to maintain silence, but tli man
given space, everything at present is
who is justly accused must make as great
only probable conjecture. Still it may
a pother as possible, . in order to throw
lie interestingto state the views which
people off the track.
are held on these questions by such
investigators as Sir William Thompson
Don’t Die In the Houte.
and the late Professor Clerk-Maxwell;
Ask Druggistsfor “ Rough on Rats." It clears
but wo give these without attempting to out rats, mice, roaches, flies, bed-bugs.15c.

Natural petroleum, deprived of its color and
disagreeable odor without distillationand the
aid of acids or alkalies,is what the Oarboiineis
made from. As now improved and perfected it
is a beautifulpreparation,and performs all
that is claimedfor It as a hair restorer.

Vraxer'a1.

REMARKABLE ENGLIS^INVENTION?

With regard to the

grammes; while nineteen million-millionmillion would be contained iu a cubic

Hcst In the World. Uet the genuine. Mr.

Druggists. marked

Ir the bowels are sluggishand the liver torpid use Kidney-Wort.

Eilert’b Extract of Tar and Wild Cherry
has been used for twenty years, and during that
ming up then both the known and un- time has saved many very valuable lives. Do
known, we may state that the molecular uot neglect a cough or cold until it is too late.
weights and yflocities of many substances 1*7 this excellent remedy, aud we are sure you
are accuratelyknown. It is also con- will bo convinced of its merits. Chronic
Coughs, and even Consumptives,are cured by
jectured that collisionstake place among
following the directions.Every bottle is warthe moleculesof hydrogen at the rate of ranted to give saUnfaetion. Prepared by the
seventeenmiHion-million-million per sec- Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Sold by
ond; and in oxygen there are less than all good druggists.
half that number. The diameter of the
Pure Cod Liver Oil made from selected
hydrrgen moleculemay be such that two livers, on the seashore, bv Caswell, Hazard &
million of them in a row would measure Co., New York, it is absolutelypure and
a millimetre. Lastly, it is conjectured sweet. Patients who have once taken it pn
that a milliou-milliou-million-millionhy- it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in market.
drogen moleculeswould weigh about four

AXLE GREASE.

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

O.N.U.

|.<
l->

Mmi'/ M. U.u%. Mm..
N«u'>

No.

VS

WllRN WRITING TO ADVERT1MEKH,

Fv pit .me aoy you aaw the udvertiaomang.
in tula putter.

/
i

Card.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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/

The undersigned hereby tenders
heartfelt thanks to his

9, ,1881.

many

his

A

friends in

thy they have rendered him and his fam-

It

the Iom of his only child, and the addi-

of

must be admitted that conscience

sometimesdocs

it

bj most outrageous

by Self-Abnae, Involnnurjr Emlulona, Impotency,
tional charge of a sick sister, whose earthly Nervona Debility,and Impedimental* Marriage
generally; Couaumptlon,Epilepsy, tad Pita; Mencareer ended on the 1st inst.
tal and Phralcal Incapacity, Ac.— By ROBERT J.

GEO.

Holland, July

been tormented by the alleged “silent
monitor within ” into wondering whether

was wronu for

her to

crimp her

hair,

and so intense was her misery that she

advice—

actually wrote to her pastor fqr

H. SIPP.

8,

having perfect harmony of parts

feminine experiencecamels are scarce, machine wears evenly, and

this Is

the

why the

to

a veritablemastodon if it is

Singer

11

Regarding crimps,

on

is tbe time to

and character is conwearer goes to church

life

cerned. If their

she will be far better able to give her
whole mind to her devotions if she
tirely satisfied

ance,

is

if

looks prettier with crimps

to

IN PRICES IN

them engrosses

21-tf

used with

to tear

ALBERS,

J.

HOLLAND, MICH.

8th Street,

Sold in HollandbvD. R.

Mbings.

And we are

we can
want

confident

satisfy all

/

1

IK I

LUST MONITOR ENGINE.

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

v

Allornty.

The following bills were presented for payment:
J. Van den Berg, ser. police .............. § 3 00
Arend Verlce,
3 00
J. De
3 oo
H. Van der Haar, paid poor order ......... 1 25
James
..... 2 00
H. rt. Woodruff, labor and material ......... 2 10
Myndert Astra, repair flag line of pole ...... 2 00
Win. C. Metis, hardware ............... ..... 3 72
P. Bout, Sr., teaming .....................4 03
It. Van den Berg, teaming ............... jo 00
Geo. H. Sipp, aul. as City Clerk ............ 27 00
Peter Kjuimr,
Marshal .............25 00
H. Elferdlnk, ser. a« specialassessor..... 3 00
D. Sluvler.rlngingbcll.................. 12 50
Van Dyk & Bird, lumber ....................94 53
-“-Allowed and warrantsordered issued on the
Treasurer for the amount.

WERKMAN

11,000

FORFEIT!!

-MILLION!

EARS

••

“

......

“

Hearing sad is the only Absolute
Cure for Dtafcest laovru.

Positively Eeitores the

The only permanent Cure in the world. For parThis Oil is extracted from a peculiar species of
ticulaisenclose two 3 cent stamps to
small WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea.
S. C. SMITH, Coatlcouk, P. Q., Canada.
known as CareharodonRonidetU.Every Chinese
tJT
Cures
Swift
Certain.
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorativeof
(Any paper can publish this for $6 per year, with
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
1-ly
about the year 1410. Its cures wpre so numerous this note and paper sent
aud many so seemingly miraculous, that
tnc remedy was officially proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
The Great En-TRADE MARK.
over 300 year: n: Deafaesihi: existed aaoug the Chlaete
gliah Remedy,
peoplo. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
an tinfailing cure
per bottle.
for seminal weak
Only Imported by
& CO.,
ness, S perma-

The Com. on Claims and Accounts

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARK

recommending the following hill for payment:
P. & A. Steketee, bedding for jail ...... ..... a > gj
—Adopted and ordered paid.

FARMERS

BUY THEM.

“Don’t You Forget It.”
9-3m.

tmTP

TTT7T3
IN ijlb V

act like a charm on the
Urinary Organs. Kidneysand
y
Liver, restoringlost vigor,
and curing nervous debility,
$1 rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mail. Ladi s’ Rubber FountainSyringe, by mail, sealed;
A o all kinds Rubber Goods tor Indies and Gentlemen. a book on Lost Manhood Regained, cause
and cure, Ibc. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES. 2(M
Washington Street Chisago
41-tv

pyw

UN

They

YOUNG MEN

Jj

a

Will not only save money but valuable time in the
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
College, 'where they will receive a thorough, quickeninq. practical education. Send for College
29-ly

Journal.

III.

QTARTLINC

O

DISCOVERY!

Copper.Tin and Sheet Iron worker : plumber
and steam fitter; does allkinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
put down, and old pntnps repaired. Stoves re
paired and put up, etc., etc. Inquire at the Hardware store of J. K. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

A victim of youthful imprudence causing Premature Decay, Nervona Debility,Lost Manhooa, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy,baa discovered a simple self cure, which he will send FREE
to kia fellow-sufferers,
address J. H.

|JUa||VPV| 10,000 RI 8HXIA

BEEVES.

43 Chatham

ftt.,

1 “1

BCCKEYES, of which I

An

ff
I LU"1*!1* BuckeyePile Ointment,Wuranti'tto
curt hl»i. AilJf'iiwith itunp, Dr. J N. T *bltr, St. Loult.Mo.

N. Y.

torrhea, Impoteucy, and all

Van Landegend

J.

.

V

Diseases that follow asaseqnenee_
of Self

Abuse; as^

BEFORE TAIIRa.UniVeIsalTaisLAfter Takin&
tude. Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Consumptionand a Premature Grave.
Full particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
ripeciflc Medicine is sold by all drug; 1st at $1 per
package, or six packages for $-r>.or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of the monev, by ad-

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
AOPNTQ
WANTED lb' H'.t tod rut', dressing No.
106 Main Street.Buffalo.N. Y.
nUtH
V S'lliogPictorialBook, and Bible,. Price,
for

reported

Consumes the least fuel. Is the most easily
handled, is the quickest set for work, needs no
digging or leveling,can be fired up the quickest,
has the most perfect draft, has the best spark arrester,is the strongest and best Engine made; is
the handsomest,is the safest.

and
r-gnlarly.)

nSPOUTS Of STANDING COMMITTEES.
HAYLOrK
The Com. on Ways and Means reported in favor Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York.
of licensing Lyceum Hall and recommendedthat
OrdinanceNo 99. be so amended that said Lyceum
Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative
Hall can be licensed by the year and that license character absolute, as the w riter can personally
cover all entertainments aud performance given testify, both from experience and observation.
in said ha I. and that the amount of license be
Among the many readers of the Review in one
lived at twenty dollais per annum.— Adopted and
part and another of the country, it is probable that
the City Attorney instructed to draw up the neces- numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
sary Ordinance.
may he said: •* Write at once to Havlock A Co.. 7
The Com. on Streets and Bridges reported Dey Street,New York, enclosing fl, and you will
Progrett on Ninth street, also reported that the receive by return mail a remedy that will enable
highway commissioner of Holland Township had you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
stated that the township had appropriatedten effects will be permanent. You will never regret
dollarstoward repairingSixteenth street between
doing to."— Editor Mercantile Rtrieic.21 -8m.
Land street and the Cemetery and asked that the
City j appropriate alike amount.— Amount nppro-

I* the most effective and successlullcombination
for saving and cleaning grain, ever produced;
threshes all the grain, saves all, cleans grain and
seeds, ready for market. No clogging, no choking,
easy to feed. Fast, durable, economicaland profitable. We claim and insist upon it that the new
Model, when properly handled,will do cleaner
work, save more grain, thresh, save and clean more
seed, and show a greater net profit for both farmer
and thresher than any other machine made.

CAJSrTOIN'

Re-Sawing Done.

D i&ir

“

Vibrator.

who

having been made in the conditions
of a mortgage executed by Dirk Kuiper and
Adriana Kuiper, bin wife, to Mary Metz, dated
on
Sep'ember twenty-fourth, 1877, and recorded in
the KegiaterV office of Ottawa county, on October
ninth, 1877. in Liber 8, of mortgage*, page 89j; on
which mortgagethere is claimeddue, at this date,
WE HAVE A STEAM
chair.
one hundred rixtj four dollars and sixty cents,
The Mayor requested leave to retire.—Granted. and nosuit or proceedinghaving been instituted
at law to recover the debt secured by said mortMinutes of Inst meeting read and approved.
gage, or any part thereof; boticc is, therefore,
AND THE
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
hereby given, that said mortgate will he foreclosed
To the HonorableMayor and Common Council of by sale at public vendue, of the mortgaged premises, to-wtt: the east half of lot nnmttered three,
the City of Holland.
The Chicago and West Mich. It. It. Co., respect- in block tilty flve. city of Holland, Ottawa connty,
fully petition your Honorablebody, and ask leave Michigan, at tnc front door of the Ottawa County
and permission to lay, bnild and maintain a rail- Court House in the City of Grand Haven, on
road track through and along so much of Land October third, 1881, “l one o’clock, alternoon.topav tin' sum due on said mortgage,with Or anything in our line manufactured on short
streei as may be necessary for the purpose of connecting its Grand Haven track and main line by a interestand costs.
notice.
Dated, July fifth, 1831,
spur or '•Y” track,the grade of said track when
38- 1
& VAN ARK.
laid to conform as near as practicableto the grade
MARY METZ, MortQaqet.
of Eigth street.
J. C. Post,
23-13w
Chicagoand West Mich. It. It. Co.,
By GEO. C. KIMBALL, Gen. Manager.
Holland. Mich., June 28. 1881.
—Referredto Com. on Streets and Bridges.

Ryder,

THRESHER

Planing, Matching,

T'vEFAULT

Common

Wcerd,

less complicated

is

NEW MODEL

51-ly.

FHCEITIIX
Planing Mill

Mortgage Sale.

Council.

Holland, Mich., July 6. 1831.
Council met in regular session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Aldermen present: Ter Vroe, Beach, Butkau,
Benketua, Winter, LuminalKuite, and the Clerk.
By request of the Mayor, Aid. Butkau took the
The

and

1881.

iY. Y. Herald.

rornciAL.l

Common

This Machine is stronger, runs easier, is easier managed,
than almost any other machine of its kinds.

Clocks which have been sold for |4, are
now for sale at $3. The entire stock on
band will be sold at that rate. Plated In rebuildingour new shop wesbave purchased
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
entirely ucw
cost for the next 60 days.
Machineryof the mont Approved Pattern*,
July Gth,
22-tf

the smallest, thing

make
them into pieces to

crimp her hair with.—

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,81 per package, or six packages
for $d. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

Buffalo.N.Y.

pretty— the best use she can

is

them is

Simpson's

B.

SpeclflcMedi
cine is being

THE

there are writers who are idiotic enough

of

J.

Speciic Heiine.

to de-

toward making the womanly nature
if she has any books or
tracts on the sinfulness of crimps— for

that

Tbe Great EaroiieaH Remedy-Ilr.

Consumpt’n

JEWELRY STORE

that go so

tar

even

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

wonderfulsuccess.
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and

admirable,and

to see sin in any,

Post-Officebox. 4586.
8-1 r

positive cure for Spermatorrhoea,
Seminal
Weakness. Impotency, ana all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pains In
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

than without

those household duties

;

GREAT REDUCTION grave.early
The

she neg-

any of her time she will have less
vote

Y.

Insanity and

ence of her husband without them as with
If thought about

.

It Is a

she will not be as well satisfied in the pres-

them.

Newr York, N

an

crimp her hair. If she thinks she

lects to

purchase.

Now

gnu iHlwtwmentjs.

en-

with her personal appear-

which she will not be

St,

TO

At the Jewelry Store of Mr. J. Albers,
however, you can now get clocks, plated silver ware,

the odds are in their favor so far as their jewelry and spectacles,at cost price.
influence

Ann

allowed

inhabit the mind or consciencefor a

little while.

WB HAVE ALSO A SURE CURE FOR TAPE
WORM. Address
Tha CulverwellMedical Go.,

machine is famous for outkuting
nified, by women who talk and write about all other machines.Terms easy.
their own sex, until anyone of them beJohn A. Roost, Agent.

, while gnats swarm ceaselesslyandare mag-

(This Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

In a plain envelope, to any address on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.

about straining out gnats and swallowing made of the best machinery in the world,
camels, but the truth is that in ordinary

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

and thousands.
Sent under seal,

The genuine Singer Sewing Machine is

"WILJVCS,

3?- HZ.

cheaply, privately and radically.
IST This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands

think it apropos to quote something

comes

HARVESTER A BINDER,

1881.

for a decisive opinion. Sarcastic sinners

may

MOWER, TABLE-RAKE,

CULVEKWELL, M.

D. author of the “Green
Book," 4c.
Tne world-renowned anthor, In thla admirable
Lecture, clearly proven from hit own experience that the awral consequencesof Self-Abuse
may be effectuallyremoved withontdangeronaanrglcal operations, bougies,instruments, rings, or
cordials; pointing ont a mode of core at once certain and effectual, by which every sufferer, no matClocks at cost price, at J. Albers. 21-tf ter what hla conditionmay be, may care himself

bluffing.One religiouslady has recently

it

UCKEYE

ily during the trying years of bis affliction ;

Although conKieuco makes cowards
us all

Men

MANHOOD

and about the city for the aid and sympa-

Ofiixn AMD OONSCXWOS.

Lecture to Young
OM THE LOSS OF

I.

I

n

red seed 33

For Sale In Hollandby Hebcr

per ct. National P.WUh’* Co., Chicaco. HI.

Walsh. 52- ly

.

The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semimonthly report of the Director of the Poor aud
raid committee,recommending $39.75 for the nupport of the poor, for the weeks ending July
*J. 1381.— Approved and warrants orderedissued
ou the City Treasurer for the amounts.
COMMUNICATIONS FKOM CITV omCKRS.
The Clerk reported that John A. Roost, had
filed his affirmation of office and bonds as Justice
ol the Peace, in the City Clerk’s office.

The City Treasurerreported for the month of
June, 1831.— Piled.
The City Marshal reported having collected
license'to the amount of thirty dollara during the
month of June and receipt of the Treasurer.—

MENDELSSOHN PIANO
Will make,

for the next GO

days only,

a

Grand

CO.,

Offer of

IPictnos Grand
Eind Org-Etns. CURES
CURES
Q
0
CURES
only
$850 Square

Plano for only $245.

QTY1F
0

I

I

heavy

I *) Magnlflcant rosewood ense elegantly finished,3 strings.7 H Octaves,full patent
\mL cantaute agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beantifnl carved legs ann lyre,
serpentine and large fancy moulding round case, full Iron frame, French Grand Action, Grand

Ll

Hammers, in fact every Improvement which can in any way tend to the perfection of the Instrument
has been added.
Oar price for thia ioatrumentboxed and delivered or board can (fO/C
Filed4>/4 J
The Marshal reportedthe number of arrests at New York, with fine Piano Cover, Stool and Book,
Th'.s Piano will be sent on test trial. Please send reference If you do not send money with order.
made in the month of June.— Filed.
The Street Commissioner reported for tbe Cash sent with order will be refunded and freightcharges paid by us both ways if Piano is not just as
rapresentcdjn tbia Advertisement.Thousands in use. Send for Catalogue. Every instrument fully
month of June, I881.-Flled.
rarranted for five ycura.
The City Physician reported having treated three
cases In the month of Jnue.-Piled.

PILES
PILES
PILES
TltS
Txte
Tits

Sold by all Dmggists.

AND BURNS.
AND BURNS.
AND BURNS.
Cfe

db
db

PRICE 50

cents and tl.OO*

Juatice Post reported the following:“ I have to
report no moneys collected for dnea daring the
Goto D. R.MBENGS for Mre. Preeraan’eNewNatiobal Dyes. For brightnesssnddnrsbllltyof
past month, nor since my last report, as my term the history of Plano making. The new patent scale Uprightsare the Finest in America, Poaltively
5“ closed,I take leave of yonr Honor- we make the finest Upright Pianos, of tbe richest tone and greatest durability. They ate recom- color they ere nnequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
........
ante body, officially, having now completed 82 mended by the highest mnslcal authoritiesIn the
8 mouths serviceaa Justice of the Peace
iKE-iS8..
or8>DlAAUonof the township of

count

1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.

nXo^^mJn®"1 l[S?t,ng 0De

,nter* Piano fully warrantedfor

5

years.

Onr New Style Jnbi’ee Organ in Japanese Case, called
the “ ORIENTAL," Style 99, le tbe handsomest,tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offeredthe mnslcal
Council adjourned to Monday, July 11, at 7:30
public. It contains FIVE OCTAVES. FIVE sets of
o'clock, p. m.
Heeds, vis.:
Celeste, Diapson,
„ Melodls,
.
spson. Sub-b
Sub-bass and Celestlna.Also Fifteen Beautiful Slope,at fol
OKU. H. SIPP, City Clerk.
lows, vlx.: Melodia,Celeste, (a charming stop,) Diopson. Sub-ba«s.Echo, Dulcet,Melodia Forte,
Celeste-Forte,Expression,Treble-Couple, Ceiestina,Bass-Coupler. Grand Organ, (which throws on the
entire power of the inatrument,) Right Knee Stop aud swell. Left Knee Stop and Swell. Height, 70 In. ;
Joseph Durrinlurger, Broadway, Buffalo Length, 47 in.; Width, Min.; Weight,boxed, 350 lbs. The case Is of aolld walnut, veneered with
choice wood*, and Is of an entirelynew and beantifnl design, elaboratelycarvul. with panels,music
wai Induced by his brolher to try Thomas’ closet,lamp stands, fretwork, 4c., all elegantly finished. Possessesall the latest and heat Improve
Eclectrlc
for a sprained ankle; and ments, with great power, depth, brilllaneyand sympatheticquality of ton*. Beautiful solo effects and
perfect stop action. Regmar retail price $275. Onr wtu/teale net caeA price to have it introduced.
with half ft dozen applications he was en- with stool and book, only $87-aa one organ sold sells others. Positively no deviation in
Price. Nopayraentrequlreduntllvon have fully tested.the orgsn In your own home. We send all
abled to walk round again all right.
Organs on 15 day teet Irial and pay freightboth ways if instrumentIs not as represented.Poaltively,
onr Organs contain no “ Bogus ” sets of Reeds, or “ Dummy " stops, as do many others. We make no
misrepresenutlme,and guarantee honest end fair dealing, or no sale. FWfg warranted for 5 years,
A noble part of every true life is to
to other styles $35, $50. $!7. $65. $70. $75. $85, etc. Over 34,000 sold, and every Organ has
KiT*ii the fullest satlsfkotipn. Organ Catalogue msTedTree.
vxgan nas
learn to
what baa been wron
Holland. Mich., July

5,

188|.

D' P08T-

JUBILEE
„

OU

undo

done.

3

.pRGAN§

dv

^

Warerooms,57th

St,

CO., P. O. Box 2058,

FANS
Silk

City.

21-8mo

&

A

PARASOLS

Satins In all dealrable

IN

GREAT VARIETY.

Colon. Crape,

Glovea, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,

^

New York

cals]

Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,

SIIiK

MUSIC "

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

FlUC

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

and 10 Ave.

at one-thirdprice. Catalogue of 3,000 choice pieces sent for 3c. stamp. Th'e
CatalogueIncludes most of the popular music of the day and every varietyof
musical comoosltiun,
, by the nest authors. Address,

SHEET

Too much sensibility creates unhappiness; loo much insensibilitycreates crime.

Factory and

IfllflLlES’

L.

&

ETGUITH

S.

A.3ST3D

HAIR QOO

IDS.

VAN DEN BERGE,

STREET • • . -

TIOIaXa

AND

Ninety-four degrees in

.No star ever rose and

the shade.

set

without in.

flucnce somewhere.

Don’t

assassi-

The root of wholesome thought is
knowledge of thyself.

Base natures joy to see sorrows come

Splendid rain early Thursday mdrn-

Wheat

the

nation on the inside.

Hot, hotter, hottest.

ing.

fall to read all about

to those

Drunkknrhs turns a man out

who seem happy.

of him-

SWEEPING REDUCTION

self and leaves a beast in his

commenced in

cutting has

Toe Elva

Almost

the

all our sailors

The

carry lumber

is chartered to

Mr. T. Keppel

is

To make room

building a very nice

De Coudres was launched of
left for other ports.

schr. J. P.

for an extensive fall trade, we

qualitiesare the substantial riches

Mrs. G. E. Kenning, of Denver, Col., of the mind; but it is good breeding, that
in the city visitingher sister— Mrs. M.
sets them off to advantage.
Mohr.
Don’t fall to read the new advertiseG. Van Puttkn & Sons are closing out
Captain Win. H. Hopkins will com- straw hats at cost, to make room for a
ment of J. Albers. He is selling jewelry
mand the new tug “ York State” for De large new stock of gents’ furnishing goods,
at cost.

Genuine politenessis the

& Boone, owners.

and fancy

was’nt hot last WednesMrs. James McCormick, of Fennville,

day: Only 99 degrees in the shade, at
Grand Rapids.

Mich., committed suicide on Sunday night
last by taking a dose of strychnine.

any person

to

whom you

ought never

-

to speak.

-

Fill. Bird

a bouncing girl,

presented with

harbor of Black Lake are all the rage

who would’ntlike

It was on the 6th, just two days after the

“GloriousFourth” that Mr.

Picnics and private boatridesto the
Well,

tipped the beam at

10%

new

A
is

Linen Ulsters, Parasols, Lawns,
Gloves, Mitts, Lace Ties, Hosiery,

marine plant, fuau

txsiculosus,

SUMMER UNDERWEAR,

claimed by Brazilian druggists to be a

was

everything else

The

it?

and

which is deemed

W.

F.

Gkn. Frisbieobtained June?, in Mexico,
to

on

CANAL

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Open every evenini?with 4 Electric Light*, ranking our More In the eveningM light »*d«y. Exclusive Agency of ihe celebrated perfect fUtlne Domeatlc Paper Fashion*.
1ST A i.y person buying material amounting to $3 or upward,will receive a patternfr«e of charge.

prominent citizens that the body of an

We

call the attentionof our retail liquor

inlant was found in the river near that
were informed by some of their business dealers to the adveilisemeut of Mr. Theo. village a lew days ago, with a rope around
men, that just as soon as President Kortlander,of Grand Rapids. He is a its neck to the end of which a stone was
Garfield is consideredout of danger, they gentlemen to deal with, and his wares can fastened. Upon examination the doctors
stand the finest test.
will try to get up another celebration.
declared that it had breathed. If this is

De Vries & Boone, owners

List of letters remaining in the post-

of the sa

true, it

mill at Groningen, have purchased the office af Holland, Mich., July 7, 1881:
David Applebee, Fremont De F. Uewes,
tug “York State” at Muskegon, on Tues

ought

Among the

STEKETEE’S

to be ferreted out!
latest uses to

which

it is

Neuralgia Drops,

pro

posed to put the eclectric light is the iltow logs fo^ Theodore Lenebke, Mrs. Ann Spencer, luminationof rivers to permit the rafting
John Rechuer, D. Higbee.
the mill from Kalamazoo river.
of logs at night. The Muskegon Boom

day last. She

BRONS02ST STS.

Sc

the

for a

in Grand Rapids recently, we

25 per cent below

to

WURZBURG.

COR.

be the most valuable yet granted. It con
nects with the Southern Pacific

is

Goods, from 15

health.

a railway conseesioo

schooner Elva is off the beach,

Summer

in the line of

present prices.

which

lbs.

And

people can try it without any risk t>

I

entire crew of the schr. Joses had

While

Silks, Dress Geods,

Shawls, Shetland Shawls,

articles.

hauled out at Anderson’sship yard
few additional repairs when she will Rio Grande and runs to Mexico City, with
their photograph taken in one group at
once more go to sea under the command branches to the Gulf and the Pacific.
Burgess’ gallery on the 5tb. Good lookof Capt. John Ossecar.
We are informed by one of Saugatuck’s
ing crew, indeed!

Toe

y:';

sovereign remedy against obesity. Fat

feel

whom you

dislike that is the person of

Summer

is

Vries
it

our

first-born

offspring of generosity and modesty.

Hot! oh no,

have marked dojrn

entire stock of

his residence.

on Saturday last, and

Good

is

QrOOOS.

STJTUCMEIR.

were home cele-

brating the Fourth with their families.

Chicago for De Vriei & Boone.

If there

,

room.

verandah around the south and west sides
to

^ ^

.

‘

favored localities.

%

of

In all Kindi

will be used to

Wm. Vkrbkkk, P. M.

Erutha Lodge No.

Company will be

27, Daughters of

the pioneer) in this

The only medicine* used without turningthe
stomach wrong *lde out. I warrantthe euro of

di-

Last night (Friday, July 8tli) a meeting rection. In Baltimore experiments have
Rebecca, I. 0. 0. F., have elected and inbeen made with a view to illuminating
stalled the following officers: Thos. Me- was to be held at the hall of Columbia
water at night to a depth of two hundred
Master, N. G.; Mrs. B. P. Higgins, V. G.; Fire Co., for the purpose of taking some
feet. Such means of illumination, it is
B. P. Higgins, Sec’y; Mrs. Thos. McMas- morn subscriptions of stock for the second
ter, Trees.

9tock

company. Everybody was

NEURALGIA,

believed,would be of great service in

invited.

We sincerely hope that this thing will be searching for lost treasure and drowned
The Zeeland brass bund has bought thev
persons, in raising wrecks, removing torpushed to completion.
uniforms of Dr. Gee’s old baud. The
pedoes, and other subaqueous labors.
Zeeland boys have done very well, stuck
The following officers have been elected
I* the only sure cure for the de*tructlon of the
to their task nobly, and deserve the good
Pin Worm, and it also lake* the Stomach and Tape
and installedin Holland City Lodge No. Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa Worm. No physic I* necc**ary.Price, only 25
will and aid not alone of Zeeland, but d:
cents per bottle. For sale by all Dnrggtsls. Be192, I. 0. O.F.: Will. H. Rogers, N. G.;
County.
ware of counterfeits.
the whole Colony.
A. McDonald, V. C.; M. Harrington,
Rob’t. Wearham, son of Thos. Wear Sec’y; 0. Breyman, Treas. The entire For the week ending July 6, 1881.

providing it is used according to direction-

Price fiOc j)er bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL

ham. got his hand in a saw in the Butter procedure passed off in the best of harHenry De Klein and wife In France* Byers, part N
Tub Factory on Saturday afternoon, and mony and brotherly feeling.
Sec. 15-5-13.$100.
Oliver Burch to Andrew Coon, S W V 8 W K, Sec.
lost his thumb and lacerated his hand bad-.
29-6-15. $75.
Our juvenile brass baud came out on Ben]. Lillie and wife to John L. Edgar, part
)y. Doctors Van Putten and Annis toojr
N W q, Sec. 29-8-18.$100.
the Fourth of July and paraded the streets,
the thumb off and dressed his wounds.
Liebe Riemersma and wife to Doeke C. Ten Chlnck
while discoursing some nice pieces ol
s W X S K 4 Sec. 29-6-15. $600.

GUSTS.

IDRTJQ

W
w

We

notice that General B. D. Pritchard,

of Allegan, (our present State Treasurer)
a

is

prominent candidate

for

the

office of

We

we go to press we learn that the

suicide at Fennville, of which

we make

it

is hinted that foul play

the

of

way. We

age was thirty,

was i/m

I'ttlH

while^.t of

^*3^

her husband

full

grown

are in receipt of a copy of the ele-

from the Henry

Bill

a pleasure to

It is

acknowledge that the book

and

is got

up

first-

vastly superior than anything

we anticipated in that line. The paper is
very good, the print

clear,

and

the bind-

r*-

ing first-class.

We

are informed by Mr. W.

II .

Beach,

one of the committee on the bridge busi-

that about three-quarters of the
money necessary for the new bridge across
ness,

Black River has been subscribed, and
pretty certain that the

coming. The

it is

rest will be forth-

intention is to

have

this

bridge and road in operation before winter.

Good! That’s the way

to

push

it!

is it,

July.

How

that they must be locked up in small

towns? Are

present comet has become a most
ous

one. Over

to the honor

and

all of

the same

and

the

Where

Warner Prize of $200,

them are within comparatively

time.

It is desirable that no in-

all parties who

saw the comet during

will please forward their claims without
delay to Prof. Swift, Director of the War-

ner Observatory, Rochester, N.
certain the discovery was

to

large towns draw the people

the small ones,

claim

justicebe done in this matter, and to this

end

W

moment-

500 persons have laid

have the
away from vate individual, but who
and thus make money? remains to be seen.

these laws

made

question of who discovered the

the week ending June 25th, or previously,

In the city of Grand Rapids the saloons
were wide open on the 4th of

The

Y.

made by

89 Monroe

is

1s

for Farmers.
'M/otrtos
Our popular wagon manufacturer

GRAND HAVEN
A fire

ITEMS.

occurred at Spring Lake, on

Friday last, totally destroying the Cutler

& Suvidge planing

as

Jewelry, Watches,
Silmnn, MlitHi mi Fmcj

materially in preventing the spread of the
fire and extinguishing the

Better wagon in every

and Examine.

Gall

Also keeps on hand a line of

Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

All the

I will

AND

also keep on hand a fullfilne of

SPECTACLES

r

—and a—

ALSO AGENT

NEW

that evening, and it is confidently expected dropped the charge of burglary against
build the Joses and lengthen her twenty that the company will rapidly fill up. them, whereupon they waived examin-

the 0th. Capt. Schaddelee intends to re-

spar into her, and thus

We

hope our citizens will be sagacious ation on the other charges, and were held
increase her capacity and strength, during enough to see that it is for their protection to await trial in the Circuit Court, in the
next winter. and benefit, and therefore ought to cheer sum of two thousand dollars each, on

feet, put a third

on, help and encourageour VolunteerFire

Our

Fourth of July passed

off quiet,

WORKS.

critical condition of President enough iopay
Garfield had the effect of taking away a

men

for that special duty.

GARFIELD.

the old fashion. Hundreds of people,

on, more or less, all

Washington, D. C., July 8, 1881.—
day. Everything Friday 5 a. m.— Official Bulletin. Con^

Fourth of July

quiet, a great

gone

the

harbor, where a bowery dance was going

— —

to

many

—

C.

STEKETEE

on the corner of River

&

BOS,

& Ninth

the citizensgot up sack races,

wheelbarrow

passed off orderly, but, in spite of the dition of President continues favorable. races, etc., without creating much excitenonsensical liquor law locking up saloons He is more comfortable than on any ment. In fact, it has been the quietest

was more beer drank previous morning. Pulse 96, temperature Fourth seen here for many years. One
ever. Hundreds of kegs bad been 99, respiration 23. The wound to begin* thing was particularly noticeable:the
bought the previous Saturday by private ning to discharge laudable pus.
entire abeence of drunken men. All the
saloona were closed, and although it ia
families and parties, who were determined
D. W. Bliss,
said that some back doors were open,
to celebratethe Fourth as they wished,
J. K. Barbs,
Marshal Woltman says, that not a single
and not accordingto the proscription of a
J. J. \Voodward,
lew fanatical law makers at Lansing.
Robert Reyburn. arrest was made.

A fine assortment of

all

kind* of

Dress Goods.
-A full line of-

SILKS

AND

H/IBBONS.
A foil line of Hosiery, Skirts and
ment of white shirts,etc.

a

nice assort-

A

SOOTS

full line

and

of-^*—

SHOES

Also a very large and assorted atock of

DRY GOODS
Which we intend to keep as completeas domI.
hie

We have

excellentTEA for 25 cents per

pound and upward.

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.

embracing all the latestand beat made fanrica

on holidays, there
than

Holland, Mich.

8ts.

Etc., Btc.

to witness the cele-

bration there. In the afternoon some of

FLIEMAN,

A large assortment of

Can now be found, not alone a complete atock
of Grocerlo*,— alwaya of the Fresheetand Pure*!,
passed off very but also all kinda of Farmers Produce,Provisions,

of our people having

Grand Rapids

AND^

DRY GOODS STORE

homeward.

The

great deal of the desire to celebrateafter

J.
14-tf

GROCERY
SHAWLS,
^

Department, until our people are rich with, and the parties wended their way

and the

however, indulged in boatrides to

each complaint. Bonds were given forth-

FOR

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS. BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

In spite of all the talking that has been C. Landaal, Sec’y, and S. Bos, treas., F. I.
and every person seemed to breathe easier trouble to show Goods.
done about the schooner Joses’ poor con- Walsh, stewart. Ben Van Putten was
O. BREYMAN.
when the telegrams announced that there
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1381. 48-ly
dition, it is noteworthy how unanimous chosen foreman of the Hose Company;
was hope that his life might be saved.
the whole crew are in praising her sailing G. W. Snow and Jas. Koning were chosen
IN THE
The Voskamp would-be lynchers had a
qualities,and in saying that she is as tight as pipemen. Mayor Roost addressed the

bottle. She called into this port to boys and encouraged them in his happy hearing before Justice Pagelson on Wedand left on manner. About thirty in number joined nesday. Prosecuting Attorney McBride

NS'k,

°Pen and T°P

On Thursday evening last Engle Fire Garfield cast a gloom over the city. SaturI have, and intend to keep on hand a
Company
No. 1 was reorganized with Mr. day night the bells w^re tolling at the superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRUand thus militate against the little ones,—
R. E. Werkman as foreman; M. De Boe, engine house and differentchurches, and MENTS, such as Violins,Guitars, Bangos,
against the weaker? Beautiful law that is!
Accordeous, etc., etc.
1st asst., and J. G. Van Putten 2nd asst.,
several flags in mourning were displayed,
Come and examine our stock. No

celebrate the Fourth of July,

way

ranted.

same.

The attempted assassinationof President

Offers his superiormade wagon* Jnst a* cheap
anybody Bull* them In Zeeland, and claims that

Goods,

I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be war-

together with three dwelling-houses
and a

that individual is

J

they are a

mill and machine shop,

dry lumber. One of the Grand
Haven engines went over and assisted

FLIEMAN

J.

laws in small towns and not in large ones,

as a

the chance

-Dealer in-

H.

a pri-

is the equity in enforcing such

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman Now

lot of
It

St.,

Sole Proprietor.

X

PublishingCompany

Norwich, Conn.

class,

are informed that her

they are

ment in American Morrocco Gilt Edge
of

has been used to get the poor woman out

until

gant edition of the Revised New Testa-

mention elsewhere, is creating considerable talk, and

S

hope they will continue,to practice together

one sense.
as

A. J. Hlilebranda, lots 9
of Holland. $1,800.
Jan Geerts and wife to Henry Geerts, N W V S E
* and
N E X S E X. Sec. 15-5-15.$2,500.
Rob’t R. Wilkinsonand wife to Nicholas De S' rice
part 8 W X< Sec 10-5-13. $900.
Wiebbe Ekkene and wife to Klaai Lnlnengo,N X
lot 9. blk 8, Akeleya add Grand Haven. $350.
John Wagner, et al to Horace L. Perry, S E V N
E *. Sec. 5-7-14. $300.
E ramus Hnll and wife to Cbas. M. Baxter, Lot in
Village of Lament. $.‘100.
Mary M. Shelden et alio Wm. E. Schmcrtr. et al
Lots 3 and 4, blk 4 C and S add Grand Haven.
$300.
Elibu L. Clark and wife to George Munroe, N fr
N E >4, Sec. 2-6-13. *350.
David F. Carmichael and wife to Danker Leys, 8
8 K * S W X. Sec. 17- 5-15. $.300.
Pieter Dogger to Albert Schemper,N E ^ 8 E VSec. 21—6—15. $85).
Wilson Harringtonand wifo toSakom Dogger. N
K N E * 8 K K S E X, Sec. 30-5-16. $230.
Bartel Slag and wife to Coenraad Slag, W 30 acres
N E M N R k. Sec. 5-5-15. $500.
Doeke Ten Chlnck and wife to Arls Schcrmer,W*
SE l*. Sec. 29-6-15. $1,050.
Artemisia M. Millerto Lydia M. Stank*, lot In Village of Lamont. $40.
Gerrit Bax and wife to Jan Kieft,part 8
N
E X> Sec. 20-5-15. $80.
State of Michigan to Henry Dowcn, N £ X N E
X, Sec. 10-9-13. $160.

cannot praise these little
fellows too high for their pluck. We

Grand Treasurerof the Grand Lodge of in harmony
Odd Fellows. We hope the General will men.
get it. He is trustworthyin more than

Just

J. II. Nibhelink et al to
and 10, blk. A add City

We

music.

GEO. G. STEKETEE,

A

full

line of

CANNED GOODS. PICKLES and
a

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
•fi

Bollaid,

Sept. 80th,

STEKETEE A

1800.

BOS.

complete lino of

GROCERIES
Alwaya on hand at
P. A A. STEKETEE.
Holland. May. 18lb, 1881.

the elty, who was one of the principal physicians
attending on Mra. Garfield,was also In the room.
She is a Ull, broad-ahouldered,robust-lookingwoman, dressed
plain, rather seedy-looking
black bombazine. Her yellowish-grayhair
waa cut short, and combed down straight
llkeaman’a. Sbe wore gold-bowed glasses that
were continuallyfalling off from her long, thin nose,
so nervous and excited waa this great friend of the
Garfield
at President’swife.
Mrs. Edson occupied the position of nurse. She
waa not recognized by the doctors during the ooasulUtlon.It was she who remained a greaterpart
of the time by the General'sbedside,every
now and then leaving the room and rushing to the
telegraphoffice to send a dispatch to Mrs. Garfield,
at Long Branch, or to Mrs. Garfield,senior, in Ohio.
Coming in and out of the room eonsUntly during
the physicians’ long consulUtion, held at 11 o’clock,
a
were the two boys of the Prealihmt,Harry and James.
Harry is a tall, stout boy, In the neighborhood of 16,
although he looks a trifleolder. The younger boy,
Guiteaa,
Jamea, is In the neighborhood of 14. The two lads
behaved very bravely throughout the whole affair.
THE EXOITMKNT IN WASHINGTON.
Before the President was removed from the depot
Full
Details
the no one was permitted to enter except those whose
presence waa absolutelyrequired. By some unaccountable means, news was conveyed to multitudes
Horrible Crime.
in the streets to the effect that, althoughthe President was not dead, he was mortally wounded . Then
a gloom seemed to settle down upon the city like a
great pall, and the vast concourseof ]>cople waited
The Prefldentof the United 8t»te« wa* shot twice patiently outside the depot for news from within.
on the morningof Saturday, July 2, in the Pennsyl- They remindedone stronglyof the friendsand relavania laihoaddepot in Washington, by Charles J. tives of a dying man waiting in the ante-room of the
chamber of death.
Guitcau, of Illinois.One shot inflicted a mere flesh
The suspense was dreadful.Business men and
wound— not st all dangerous- In the left arm. The ladies,with faees pale with excitement, and eyes
second1 shot entered the lower loft side from the bloodshot with straining, stared fixedly at the door of
the depot, and strove painfully to learn or divine
back, fractured one of the ribs, and lodged tn the
something about the wounded man within. At last
lower part of the Bver. When the President re- the door opened and some of the doctors came out
ceived this shot he fell to the floor. The assassin The throng pressed closely around them and begged
for information.The medical men said: “ He Is
cried out: “Preeldent Garfield is dead. Arthur is not dead ; he Is not in any Immediate danger, and in
Pretident, and the stalwartsare avenged! Bring fact there
hopes
recov-

ASSASSINATED.

PresiBt

Slot

Hie Assassin

in

Don

Chicago Lawyer,

Glen wood Cemetery in a short time, and
wanted the hackman to drive very fast when
he should get in the hack. He agreed to pay S'J
for the hack on condition that the hackman should
drive fait When stopped, the assassin was going
to the hack he had engaged, and he Insisted that it
was important for him to go and delivera message
to Gen. Sherman.When the offloere refused to let
him go he begged them to take a letter he had to
Gen. Sherman.

to

Following is a copy of the letter :

July 2, 1881.
To the White House
The President’stragic death was a sad necessity,
but it will unite tho Republicanparty to save the
republic. Life is a flimsy dream, and it matters litwhen one gees. A human life is of Miitll importance. During the war thousands of brave boys went
down without a tear. I presume the President waa
a Christian,and that he will l>e happier in Paradise
than here. It will be no worse for Mrs. Garfield,
dear soul, to part with her husband this way than
by natural death. He is liable to go at any time,
anyway. I had no Ill-will against the President.
His death was a political necessity. I am a lawyer,
a theologianand a politician.I am a stalwartof he
stalwarts. I was with Gen. Grant and the rest of
our men in New York during the canvass. I have
some papers for the press which I shall leave with
Byron Andrews and his co-journalistsat No. 1,420
New York avenne, where all reporters can see them.
I am now going to
Charles Guiteau.
tle

may be shown to have been that of a madman.
Columbus, Ohio, July 3.
Thanks for your dispatch aud your promise of furGov. Foster haa issued the following ' proclamather
W. 8. Hancock,
tion:
grant's word.
Executive Department, Governor’s Office,)
The followingdispatch was received by Secretary
Columbus, Ohio, July 3, 1881. j
Lincoln from Gep. Grant:
Suggestions are coming to me to counael Mayors
Elbebon, N. J., July 2.
of cities and villagesand the people of the State to
To SecreUry Liucoln, Washington :
suspend the uaual Fourth of July celebration,aud
Please dispatch me the condition of the President substitutetherefor exoreisea in harmony with the
News reoived conflict*. I hope the moet favorable univvraal feeling of distressover the atmsy.be confirmed.Exprass to the President my tempted assassination of the PresidentTheae
deep sympathyaud hope that be may speedilyre- suggestions being so heartilyin accord with my
U. 8. Grant.
own feelings, I earnestlyrequest that the Jteople asTHE QI'KKN’h SYMFAIHT.
semble in the churches at 10:30 a. m. and engage in.’
The Secretary of. State received from Sir Edward devotions to Almighty God, aud that the celebrations
Thornton, the British Minister,the following tele- Of tho day be conducted iu accord with what may
gram, dated London,July 2, 10:15 p. m. :
then bo known of the physicalcondition of the PresTo Sir Edward Thoruton, BritishAmbassador, ident
Washington :
Thanks to kind Providence, It is a great Joy to add
The Queen desires that you will at once express that present advices give hope for the recovery of
act

information.

.

cover.

her sorrow with which she has learnedof the attempt tho President
upon the President’s life, and her warmest hope
for his recover)’. Mei' Majestywishes for full aud
an,, UUIJ O*
immediaterepo rto as to bis condition.
THE DAY AFTER— HOPEFUL FEELING.
Lord Granville.
tw ,, .
Washington, July 3.
ARTHUR’S CONDOLENCE.
President Garfield still lives. That such is the
The followingtelegram was received by Secretary fact ia largelydue to hia vigorous conatitutiou,hla
Blaine:
temperate habits,bis robust health and his indomitNew York, July 2.
able pluck. Aa Secretary Windom remarked thia
The Hon. James G. BlainoSecretaryof State, Wash- morning “ If the President had uot been one of the
ington
greatestmen in the world he would not now be alive.
Your telegram with its deplorablenarrative He does not treat his condition lightly, nor amurne
did
not
reach
me
promptly,
owing
to
my
abThe followingletter was found on the street shortan air of bravado,but, contemplating the probabiliprofoundly shocked at tho ties of bis situation with tho calm herolam
ly after Guiteau 's arrest. The envelopewss un- sence.
sealed and addressed : “ Please deliverat ouce to dreadful news. The hopes you express relievo someChristian,
is firm
deterGen. Sherman or his firstassistantin charge of the what the horror of the firstanuouncement. I await mined, yet cheerful. This seems to defurtherIntelligence with the greatestanxiety.Ex- scribe the President’s mental condition perfectly.
War Department”
press to the President aud Jthose about him my grief
To Gen. Sherman: I hare just shot the Presi- and sympathy, In which the whole Americalpeople He has a sou! that knows no fear, and, while he undoubtedly fully realizes the Imminent danger of his
dent I shot him severaltimes, as I wished him to will
c. A. Arthur.
situation,he has not permitted it for an instant to
go as easily as possible. His death was a political
THE FEELING IN ENGLAND.
unnervehim or to cloud hia faculties.His pain,
necessity. lam a lawyer, theologianand politician.
London, July 3.
which has been at times intouse, has bosu borne
I am stalwart of the stalwarts.I wss with Gen.
Intelligenceof the attempt to assassinatePresi- with patient cheerfulness.No murmur has esGrant and the rest of our men in New York during dent Garfieldwas received here about 5 o’clockyescaped him. He haa been aa tender and considerate
the canvass.I am going to Jail. Please order out
terday,creatingthe most intense excitement among of the feelings of those around him as he used to
troops and take possessionof the Jail at ouce.
Americans. All sorts of speculationsware indulged be in the hours of his greatest vigor aud joyousness.
Very respectfully Charles Guiteau.
. iu. Homo thought it was done by Socialists, as part
During the night, althoughthe wound whs not
TALK WITH THE ASSASSIN.
of a general plan for the assa'sinationof the rulers
on the police.I have a letter for Gen. Sherman ery.” The purport of these words was
probed, medical teste wsre employedby the surgeons
The
assassin was taken to Jail by Lleuts.Austin
conveyedto the people present,and was
of the various countries,as lately announced in the
that will explain everything.”He was at once transmitted,from lip to lip and from lip to wire all and Eckloffand DetectiveMcElfresh.The following
to track tho course of the ball, aud they gave the
Socialist programme. Supposing such to alternativeof two positions. They said it waa either
seized by two officerain the depot, and, almost be- over the country. The city drew a long breath,and conversationtook place on thMr way to the jail:
case,
uiilvereal
McElfreshsaid : “ I asked him, ‘ Where arc you wish that the assassin should never bo lodged In the lower edge of the right lobe of tho
the excitement, which had been at white heat, gradfore the crowd could realize what had happened, the
passed throughthat portion of
ually subsided in intensity. Then there was a from?’ ‘I am a native-born American,born in permitted to reach tho jail alive. It was also hoped iuf ’
assassinhad been taken to jail From the volumin- stir on the outer edge of the crowd, and the people Chicago.’ He said ho was a lawyer and a the logian.
the liver and was lodged in the anteriorwall of the
that the people or the United Mutes would st ouce
abdomen.Through the night morphinewas conous mass of telegraphicdispatchesto the daily proas were moved off right and left, and every way. It I asked ‘ Why did you do this? ’ and he replied,‘ I commencea war of extermination
against every
stantlyused to deaden the pain, and for other redid it to save the Republican party.’ ‘ What is your
we condense the following connectedaccount of was to make room for au ambulancewhich had been politics?'said I. He answered, ‘I am a stalwart socialist in the country who should Indorse the pressivepurposes.
urn moned to transport the suffering President to
deed. Every American center tn Ixmdon was beIce was also constantlyused to prevent inflammathe dreadful affair:
among
the
stalwarts.
With
Garfield
out
of
the
the White House. Tenderly was he borne from the
sieged by Americans to get the latest news.
tion, and the wound was continually swabbed.
The Presidenthad alighted from his carriageand build'ng to the vehicle,and quietlyand gently was way we can carry all tho Northern States, and
Tho office of the American legationwas thronged Mrs. Garfieldis very certainthat her husband will
with him in the way we can’t carry a single
was paasing through the ladles’room to the cars. he, laid on a mattresstherein. Then the vehicle one.' He thou said to me, ‘Who are you?' at.d I re- by crowds, anxious to got the laieri news, sud per- recover.The Presidenthimself shares this opinion.
drove off slowly to the White House, followed at a
sonal calls were received from hundreds, many of (>nco only has he felt that his hours wore numbered,
When about five feet inside of the room, the assassin, respectfuldistance by the crowd. When he reached plied, 'A detectiveofficer of this department' ‘You
whom were BriMsh officials,asking information and
who was within three feet of him, fired one shot. 11 he was borne inside, and was followed by Surgeon stick to me,’ he said, ‘ and have me put iu the third- expressing regret over ibe event Minister Lowell when, at hla own request,at a time when he aoemed
to be sinking rapidly,the physicians told him that
Bliss,
who
had
attended
him
from
the
first, < story front at the jail, and Gen. Sherman is coming was not at all communicative,
decllniug curtiy to tiie chances were that he had not many hours to
The Presidentwas dazed, and made no attempt at
and other physicians. The friends of the wounded down to take charge. Arthur and all those men are express any opinion as to the occurrence, or as to
live. But it was only for a very short time that he
self-protection.
SecretaryBlaine had turned toward •hief stood sorrowfully about him, and the doors my friends,and I’ll have yon made Chief of Police.
the effect on the British people In case Garfield
When you go back to the depot yon will find that I should die. Telegramswere receivedby Mr. Lowell seemed to feel that his eud was near, and, even then,
the door. The assassin fired a second shot within closed between him, his future, and tho thouhe was not despondent
sands who stood in the highways and byways of the toft two bundles of papers at the news stand, which from severalmembers of tho British Cabinet, and
' ten seconds from the first. The President fell,
Late in the night he talked of pleasantthings,and
will explain all.’ I asked him, ‘Is there anybody
city awaiting the end.
one from the Que< n at Windsor, asking for the di-cussed with the watchingph sidan, Dr. Bliss,
and Mrs. White, who attends the ladies’waitingelse with you in this matter?' aud he answered,
HECKETABY BLAINE’S STATEMENT.
latest information,and expressing regret at the atwhat the effect upon his (the President’s)career
SecretaryBlaine was not going with the party, but ‘ Not a living sou’. I contemplatedthis thing tempt made upon Mr. Garfield• life.
room, rushed to him and raisedup his head. Secrewould have been had a brother of Dr. Blisa (who
for Uie last six weeks, and would have shot him when
went down to bid the Presidentgood-by. He said
UBIKF BIOGRAPHY OF PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
tary Blaine also rushed to the assistance of the Preswas Garfield's boon companion)failed to roturu to
“ThePresident and I were walking arm in arm toward he went away with Mr*. Garfield,but I looked at her
James A. Garfield,tho twentieth President of the him a $10 note which he hail lost. “ The loss of that
ident The assassin passed out toward B street the train. I heard two shots and saw a man run. I and she looked io bad that I changedmy mind.’ On United Statesin succession to that office, was l>orn
note," said the Prerident, "might have prevented
but Capt. Parke, the ticket agent,Jumped through strarted after him, but, seeing that he was grabbed reaching the jail the people there did not seem to at Orange, Cuyahoga county, Ohio (fifteen miles
my going to school,might have prevented me from
window
caught the assassin, Just as he got out of the room, I came to the Presi- know anythingabout the assassination,and. when from Cleveland),Nov. 9, 1831. Both his parents were becoming
President.’’The President'll mind during
who made no resistance. Officer Carney, the dent and found him lying on the floor. The floor we took him inside tue door, Mr. Russ, the Deputy of New England stock. His father was a farmer In the night was
ooustantly on pleasant things of this
depot policeman, ran up and took hold of the assas- was covered with the President'sblood. A number of Warden, says, 1 This man has been heretofore.’I
moderate circumsUnces, and died when Jame* was
sort, and he conversedcheerfully,iu all his waking
sin, and immediatelyafterward OfficerScott also people who were around shortly afterward have some then asked him, • Have you ever been here before?' only 2 years old. There were three other children,
Ho replied,* No, sir.’ I said, * Well, the Deputy and upon the widowed mother devolved the rearing intervals, during the night.
took hold of him. Parke let the officers have him, of that blood on their persons.''
Commissioner of Peusions Dudley passed tho
Mr. Blaine also gave a very interesting account Warden seems to identify you.' He said, ‘Yes, of her little family.Jahies developed a stout boyand turned his attention to the President Help
night wiih the President The latter, iu all hia wakcame, and the President was taken upstairs.He of his talk with the President that morning going I was down here lari Saturday morning and wanted hood In the rugged out-doorlife which filled hla
ing hours, waa eager to talk. His mind was clear.
them to let me look through, and they told me that
said not a word until he was laid down, when ho down in the carriage. The President said to Mr.
earlier years at farm work and canal-driving,
and He had great confidence that be was improving ami
asked that his shoes be taken off, saying he felt pain Blaine: “You have no idea how happy I am this I couldn't,but to come Monday.’ I asked, * What he had intended to ship as a seam n on a lake
would
ultimately recover. He asked about the
in his feet Aa soon as his shoes were removed, he morning. I feel like a boy again— everything seems was your object In looking through?’ He said, ‘I vessel, when a fit of sickness turned his destiny to
assassin,but from the descriptionwas unable to resaid to SecreUry Windom: “Go right home now to go so well. The funding operations are all suc- wanted to see what sort of quarters I would have to another direction.He therefore entered Geauga
call him. He suffered much pain at times in his
and send a telegram to Mrs. Garfield, saying : ‘Keel cessful, and I think we have gotten through our occupy.' 1 tnen searchedhim, and, when I pulled Academy, near his mother's home, and, working his
legs, but did not at any time complain. As to the
considerablybetter,' and, if she feels well enough, hard tiinea. The people seem to be with us, aud I off his shoes, he said, ‘Give me my shoes. I will way, was able, at the age of 2-3 years,to enter the
poefibility of death bo spoke calmly, and said, with
tell her to come to Washington immediately."
This thifik we can look forward now to having a very catch cold on this stone pavement I told him he Junior class at Williams (Mass.) College,from which
great deliberation,
that If it was God's will that he
dispatch waa sent, and a special train was at once successful administration.’’He said: “I am an couldn'thave them, and he said, ‘Give me a pair of he graduated with honor in lh56. He then connectmuat die, he was ready to go and was uot afraid to
sent to Long Branch for Mrs. Garfield.
well satisfiedwiih the situation,so wen satisfied pumps, then.’ ”
ed himself with the little college at Hiram, Portage die.
OCITEAU’SVISITS TO THE WHITE HOU K.
OoL Rockwell, who was with the President'spartv, with the past, that I feel now that I can go to New
county, Ohio, as Professor,and later as ita President,
Secretary Blaine has been deluged by telegrams of
Secretary Lincoln said that he knew the assassin
at once dispatched mounted orderliea for phyaicians. England aud just have a boy's frolic. I intend
and incidentally filled the pulpit of Campbeillte condolence and sorrow from prominent people In
by general reputation in Chicago. He had heard of
The Presidentwas laid upon a couch at th’e depot to forget that I am President I intend to forgetall
churches, to which denominationHiram College was every part of tho country. Including one from SenThe doors were guarded againstthe crowd that be- about my past troublesand have a good, wholesome him quite often in connectionwith Socialisticor- attached.While collegeProfessor,he married Miss
ator Conkling.
gan to mass about the depot,pale with excitement rest” Mr. Blaine says that he never aaw the Presi- ganization,in that city, and he believedthat once or LucretiaRudolph, daughter of a neighboring
Senator Jones, of Nevada, called at the White
Surgeon General Barnes, of the army; Surgeon Gen- dent in such a joyful mood, aud he was talkingin twice he had some temporary connectionwith the farmer.
House and informed the members of the Cabinet that
bar. At least he called himself a lawyer, and pereral Wales, of the navy ; Dr. Bliss, one of the most this vein with him in the ladies’ waiting room when
His political career Iteganin 1859 with an election
Vice President Arthur had arrived In the city aud
skillful of the army surgeons,and a host of local the ignoble assassin came upon them and fired the haps had picked up a little practice. As soon as to the Ohio Senate, and the outbreakof the Civil
was bis guest, and would like to see tho President if
practitioners
were soon at the depot Tue Presi- two shots that laid the Presidentlow. Mr. Blaine Secretary Lincoln announced in the White House War, in 1861, open' d to him a wider life. He went
ho could be permitted to do so. Senator Jonea was
dent did not loee consciousueas,but his pulse ran himself had a narrow escape,as he stood exactlyin the name of the assassin, all of the Secretariesof the to the field an Colonel of the Forty-second Ohio
told Us.' physicians did not think it best to allow any
down to M, and after
short time he line with the President,and, had it not been for the President could call him to mind. CoL Crook, espe- regiment,wa- soon put in command of a brigone toaee the Prerident except the members of his
vomited.The shot in the back waa thought attempt of the assassin to escape after haring made cially, has had a great deal to do with him, aud gave, ade, and, as
brigade commander,partici- family.
for a time to be fatal. Reportsthat death had al- the two shota, he too might have shared his crazy fury. this morning, a very elaboratedescription of
pated in the earlier campaigns
KenEX-SBNATOU CONKLING.
Guiteau, and some of the details of his many visits tucky and Tennessee, including the second
ready remitted speedily became current Crowds
sr-ciiETAHTi.ingoln's statement.
New York, July 3.
gathered everywhere ; carria es blocked every crossSpeaking of the shooting,SecreUryof War Robert at the White House.
day's battle
Pittsburg Landing, the
Late in the evening, when Mr. Conkling had parCoL Crook said : “Of course you knew that the
ing ; every one seemed wild with excitement The Lincoln said no one could have foreseen tho incisiege of Corinth, and operations a'ong the line of tially recoveredfrom the awful news, he left his
public departments at once suspended business,and dent, and the duration of Its occurrence was barely White House has become, in latter years,a sort of the Memphis and Charl-aton railroad. In January,
room and paced thoughtfullyalong the halls of the
nearly the whole population of Washington poured three seconds. Secretary Blaine and the President headquartersfor all the luna'ic/. la the country. 1863, he became Chief of Staff to Gen. Rosecrans, in
Fifth Aveune Hotel. “ I hardly know what to
out into the street. The air was fresh and crisp; stood elbow to elbow talking about some ordinary We are continuallytieing inundated with letters from the Army of the Cumberland, and bore prominent
say,” he remarked to a party of gentlemen
the wind was from the tea ; a more lovely day had topic. The sound of the two shots and the fail crazy people, and there is hardly a day that soms share in all the campaigns ta Middle Tennessee In
who met him. “I was prepared for almost
never been known there at this season. Instead of the of the President were almost insUntaneous. some lunaticdoe** not call at the White House upon the spring and summer ol that year. His last conanything rather than this.
saw
usual sultry atmosphere of a Washington summer, the The exclamation of the assassin followedas some very importantmission who desires a special spicuous militaryservicewas at the battle of Chlckathat dispatch in General Arthur's hands
air was as fresh as a Northern seasideresort The
quickly,and in the brief seconds of the occurrence audience with the President Most of the pen) lo mauga. For his conduct in that battle he was proto-day
I
waa
almost
stunned.
I
felt as if I could
Presidenthimself was In a happy and chatty mood the scene of quiet changedto that of excitement, so who call are perfectly harmless.Guiteau never, to moted to a Major Generalship.
scarcelyhold my breath. God grant It Ixi not true.
that morningwhen he left the White House. He was great that it amounted to a wild panic. The cool- my mind, ha* suggestedtho idea of danger. He
In 1862 the district long represented in Congress I cannot yet bring myself to believe it is as bad aa
in perfect health, and lookingforward with delightto
ness of the depot officers and some of the local offi- has been coming in aud going out of here by Joshua R. Olddlngs had made Gen. Garfield a
was firstreported. It Is, if true, the most terrible
his trip to New England. He wore a frock suit of cials prevented anything like riot that was for a few ever since the 4th of March. He came to Cnngreasman-elect, and, with the assembling of the
scourge that has afflictedthis couutry since the murtourist’s grey, and a silk hat He was accompanied moments threatened. The prisoner was conveyed me one morning in April, in my office, and
House, in December,I8o3, his Congressional service der of Lincoln. AU I have to say further, gentlethrew his card down upon my desk and said: * I began. Succcsxive re-electionsextended that serin his ride to the depot by SecretaryBlaine and Cot
to the Central Sutton before the crowd fully realwant to see the President’ He always claimed that vice over a period of seventeen years,and it was txv men, is [turning to go to his room and throwing up
Rockwell.The carriagethat followed him contained ized what had been done.
his hands] may Heaven help our country!”
he was largely instrumental in earn ing Illinoil for
his two boys, Harry and James, and Don Rockwell
THE PRESIDENT’SWONDERFUL NERVE.
gun and continued in a manner to place him in the
MOMENT 8 OF ANXIETY.
son of CoL Rockwell.Of the Cabinet officers beside
Said Dr. Bliss : “ From the very first the Presi- Garfield,and for that reason he ought to be recog- front rank of Republican leaders.
Washing ion, July 4, 4:20 a. m.
Mr. Blaine, Messrs. Hunt, Lincoln, MacYeugh and dent has been plucky and brave. Indeed, be has at nized. Well, after that I went out aud told Mr.
Gen. Garfieldwas electeda Senator of the United
The
President
is given up as beyond recovery.
Jamea were at the depot
times been in an aimost-frolicsome mood. I never, Guitcau that he could not see the President. The States, as the Hiiccexsor of Thurman (Democrat), b\ He is dying under the influenceof opiates.
President was engaged. One day, however, ho did the legislature of Ohio, iu January,1880. Gen.
in all my experience, met with such a patient I
INSIDE THE WHITE HOCSE.
Mrs. GarfieldhML*qn with him almost all night,
succeedin getting by u», and got iu with the gen- Garfield'sterm as Senatorwould begin the 4th of
The President was taken to the White House on a never have seen such nerve— never have seen such
and is now prostrafcg ^ih griftfaud w^austton.
eral crowd, and presented his hind to the President.
coolness,
such
self-isi'session.
PresiMarch,
1881,
but
the
political
events
of
1880
decreed
mattress in a police ambulance about 10 o’clock.
The President is
\>Mn in the feet,
That was soma time ago, however. The Prerident that be should, instead,be Inaugurated President of
at
Looking up as he reached the entrance he saw Cols. dent has discussed his case with
which is considereda fatal symptom. The abtreatedhim as he did all that class of callers, and the United States on that day.
different
times
all
day.
When
I
came
to
him
Crook and Morton, of his personal staff,and pluckdominal swelling was only slight, but peritonitis has
got rid of him as easily as possible,without making
ily waved his baud to them, as if to assure them at the depot he shook me by the baud and aaid,
BREAKING THE NEWS TO THE GOOD OLD MOTHER. ret in, and his fever is rising. Powerful opiates are
Bliss, how is it?’ and it has been Bliss, how is it?' any promises one way nr Ibe other. Since then he
that he was not so badly injured as had been rebeing administered and patient is barelyconscious.
Clkvel*nd, Ohio, July 3.
has been coming here every day. He was a very
ported. As be was brought in upon the stout at differenttime-- ali the afternoon."“Yes,” aaid
The news of the shooting of the President Secretary Lincoln says “hope is dead.” Dr. Bliss
peculiarman— so peculiarthat I have made a sketch
shouldersof policemen,
passed Mrs. Gen. James, “h« shook me by the hand down at the of
ref urea to concede the worst.
was
broken
to
his
mother
this
forenoon.
him. and h- re the Colonel opened his book and
Blaine in the anUvroom below, and kissed his hand depot and a* he gave me a strong grip he said:
HOPE REVIVES.
showed a lead-pencilsketch that be had made of She had t>een so much overcome by the fatal
‘James,
what
do
you
think
was
the
motive
of
this
tn her with a reassuring air. Ho was then carried
Washington, July 4, 9:15 a. m.
Guitcau several weeks ago. The pencil sketch accident which resultedi.i the death of Thomas
man
?'
and
I
replied
:
* Wei), you will have to ask
up to bis own bedroom, where Mrs. Garfield was
The general symptoms of the Presidentare much
representsa man with a good forehead, clear star- Garfieldand Mrs. Arnold that the family had kept
;’
sick so long, and laid npon the bed. A consultation Father Kirkwood— he is here— he is older than
better. He is conscious, and says if it was not for
ing eyes, sharp nose, lull mustache,flowing beard, from her the intelligence of the attempted
and
he
then
turned
to
Kirkwood,
and
all
that
Kirkof physicians was at once held. Mrs. Dr. Kdson
the pain in his feet be would feel us well as he ever
and stubby hair combed right back from the fore- assassination.But tills morning she felt
was installed as nurse. CoL Rockwellsat upon the wood could gay was, ‘Devilish,inlamous.’"
better, and spoke of attending Mrs. Arnold's did. Dr. Blisa is very hopeful that Ids patient will
Mr. B:aine gave a very interestingincidentof the head without parting. Col. Crook says he has. funeral, which bxik place
bed, watchingthe President,while Mr. Crump, the
Bedford pull through.
always worn a blue gray suit, and a black, dirty hat.
steward, stood at the head of the bed. Dr. Bliss afternoon.He eatd that at one time the President
ARTHUR UNDER OUACD.
He had Ix-eu very impudent and insolentto most of to-day. In announcing her intention, she rewas placed in charge of the case. All the physicians alluded to the assassin,and that is all. He asked
Washington, July 5.
marked: “ Last SaturdayThomas was buried, tothe
people
about
the
White
House
and
has
annoyed
were i<ale and trembling with excitement. The who it wa», and was informed. He said, “What
ficn. Arthur has received a number of letters
day Cornelia.I wonder who it will be next Sunthem
excessively,
but
has
never
approached
anyPresident was the coolest person in the room. He could have been the man's motive?" Mr. Blaine
warninghim to lakeearc of his personal safety, and
thing like violence or disorder so as to warrant his day ?" Mrs. Trowbridge, at whose house Mrs. Garwas perfectly cheerful,and immediately ordered dis- Jaid he thought he was some crazy man— that it
ho 1m couMtoutlyguarded by detectlvea.
arrest He said that he came iu one day and called field was, then sent for Mrs. Lari abee, another
was
an
act
of
lunacy.
He
said
it
was
charitable,
at
patches to be sent to his wife and mother, to contraFROM THE PRESIDENT.
daughter. When the latter arrived Mrs. Garfieldinfor some stationeryand cards, and gradually began
least,
to
suppose
that
The
President
then
looked
dict rumors of his death that might have reached
Washington, July 5.
quired if she was goinir to Mrs. Arnold’sfuneral,
np with a smile and said, “ProbablyIje thought it to use one of the large ante-roomsof the White Mrs. Larrabee replied that she guessedshe could
them.
The Secretary of State haa issued the following :
House as a private office. He would come up there
a great thing to be a pirate King.”
Executive Mansion, Washington, D. (!.,(_
not, as somethinghad happened, so Uic sisters
The bedroom was cleared of all but the physiin the morning with his papers and read them, and
July 4—11 p. m.
cians, the personal attendantsof |be President and
ARRIVAL OF MRS. GARFIELD.
borrow some stationery and write a lot of letters, thought it lx.st not to go.
T
o
tho
Press :
“ What lias happe.itd?” Inquired Mrs. Garfield.
his two sons. All the menders oQthe Cabinet were
The most touchingepisode of the day was the and in fact was making himself so much
On
behalf
of
President
and
Mrs. GarfieldI desire
“ We have heard that Jann-s is hurt,” replied Mrs.
in the hali adjoining the bedroom, where they rehome-coming <f Mrs. Gsrfield.A dispatch had at home that yesterday Col. Crook suggested to him
to make public acknowledgment
of the very numerous
mained until favorableaymptoiiiHbegan to appear been sent to her early in the day to come. Tho dis- that he was encroachingupon the privilegesof the Larrats e.
messages of condolence and affection which have boon
“ By the cars?" asked the mother.
At twenty minutes of 11 o'clock,Harry Garfield patch was carefullyworded so as not needlesslyto office, and that lie could not give him any more sta“ No. He was shot by an assassin,but he wa* net received since. Saturday morning from almost ever)’
dashed Into the privatetelegraph office in the White alarm her. A jieremptory dlsp-itch was sent to tionery. This seemed to irritate Guiteau von much.
State in the Union. From tho South as bountiHouse and sent a dispatch to Mrs. Eliza Garfield Judge Swayne,who was with her, to chartera special Guiteu at all times sought to produce an impression killed," repliedthe daughter.
fully as from the North, and from countries be“ I he Lord help me I" exclaimedMrs. Garfield.
his grandmother,
saying that the doctor's opinion train and bring her on as rapidly1as •possible. Al! upon the Secretary that he was a very power! ul isdiMrs. Larrabee assured her mother that the latest yond the seas, have come messagesof anxious
then was that the wound was not fatal. A consulta- the afternoon the President kept inquiring for her. ticlan. One day Gen. Logan came into the White
inquiry
amt tender words of sympathy in such
tion was had at 11 o'clock, and Surgeon At the time the carriages first appeared in sight. House, and while there Guiteau ran up to him reports were favorab e, and showed that the PresiGeneral Barnes said
few moments after- there wss aery: “Oh, there they come!" There and shook hands with him. Gen. Logan looked at dent was resting quietlyand in a fair way to re- numb' ra that it has been found impossible to answer them m detail. I therefore a«k the newspaward that
final examination would lie were three carriages, and the horses attachedt > him as if ho might have known him and might covery.
“ When did you hear of this?" queried Mrs. Gar- pers to express for the President and Mrs. Garfield
made at 3 o’clock In the afternoon.The patient’s them were lashed into a gallop. Ho furious and not have known him, and passed on. Then
tho deep gratitude which they feel for the devotion
condition wa* so far favorable.His pulse had gore swift were they coming that hardly had they ap- Guiteau came to Crook and said : “ There, do you field.
ami friends abroad iu
“ Yesterday noon; but we thought best not to toll of their fellow-countrymen
op from below 55 to nearly the normal rate. His peared in sight when there wan a crash and roll on see, I know Logan. I know all them big fellows.
face waa losing the look of 'pain,and the tense mus- the gravel, and the close black carnage and black You see how I stand with them. Now do you think yon. The news was not as fuvorub.e as to-day, "was this hour of heavy affliction.
Jamf.8 G. Blaine.
the reply.
cles were relaxing. He did not think Ilia spine was horses belongingtn the President’s own
I am a man the administration can afford to overSecretaryof State.
“ You were very thoughtful.I am glad you didn't
injured,because the President could move his legs stable came with a whirl up in front of the Attorney look?" The proof of Guiteau's lunacy lies in the
HOPELESS.
up and down without any trouble. Whether the in- General,aud were checked by a blue-coatedmessen- letters that he has written. He lx longs to the class tell me," said Mrs. Garfield,adding that she thought
Washing
ion,
July 5—6 a. m.
tcstlmm had been cut was not certaiu.If the spine ger who stood there waiting.The colored man on of crazy men who feel it their duty to send each day something had happened, as she had noticed that
Tho President is siill alive, but there is little if any
and intestines had escaped there was every reason thetoxdld not turn his head. He sat us if carved a daily missive to the White House. His letters have the mannersof her daughters had been peculiar tohope of his ultimate recovery.He dozed at interto hois- for recovery.The wound was made by a
in marble. The Attorney General ran forward, become so notorious that they arc simply thrown ward her during yesterday. She added: “ How could
vals all night,aud at times continued to complain of
very large fluring ball, and the edges were ragged.
seizedthe door ef the carriageand opened it Just into the waste-basket withoutlieing opened. At anybody be so cold-hearted as to want to kill my
palu in hia feet
Tbs President was very brave and collected. He back of him came running little James Garfield, the first part of the administration his letters baby?"
This afternoon she dictatedthe followingdispatch
an interview with the assassin.
was continually reassu lug those about him, and young Rockwell and Mrs. MacVeagh.
were addressed to the President,congratulatinghim
Washington, D. C., July 3.
made not a singleword of complaint.When Dr.
Every head was bowed as Mrs. Garfield stepped on his policyand giving him very e'.aliorate advice. to her grandson :
Harry A. Garfield,ExecutiveMansion, Washington, Guiteausent, for Dlatrict-AttorneyCorkhill this
Bliss handed him a large glass of whisky, the Presiresolutely out There were traces of tears about her
His sentences were well written and the words corD. C.:
afternoon, and asked for an interview. Col. Corkdent said, with a smile, as he took it: “ Doctor, you eyes. She showed no other signs of weakness. Her rectly spelled, but there wss a lack of coherency.
The news was broken to me this morning, and hill took a stenographer with him, and the interwill make me drunk." After the reaction and the little boy sprang forward and cried : “ Ob, mam- There was nothing in the way of fense In the comstimulants inclined him to doze, the hope that he ma." That was all he said. She pressed his hand munications from beginning to end. If the letters shocked me very much. Since receiving your tele- view lasted for three hours. The DistrictAttorney
was not fatally injuredquieted the excitementin warmly, and then, leaning upon the arm of the At- were not artful preparations and were the honest gram I feel much more hopeful. Tell James that I refuses to give to the presi the story told by the
the White House, but the excitement outside con- torney General and leadingher little boy, she productionsof Guiteau, any Judge would cer- hear he is cheerful and I am glad of it. Te 1 him prisoner,hut says that he made a very full statetinued.
started np the steps. Then came Mollie Gar- tainly convicthim of insanityupon their reading.” to keep iu good a irito aud accept the love and sym- ment, which bo is now engaged in verifving. In
pathy of mother, sisters and friends
After the President’sarrivalat the White Ho
answer to a suggestion nude by CoL Corkhill that
field, weeping, a pleasant-faced little lass in
DISPATCH TO MINISTER LOWELL.
it was a horrible crime, of which he was guilty—
there waa n contin tied stream of diplomatic ca
Eliza Garfi: ld.
gray. She was fo lowed by Mrs. Rockwell, a
Washington, July 2.
and “fficiala. They were received in the hall
so horriblethat all haring any connection
A FASTING FOURTH.
snow-white haired lady, whose appearance of
The following was forwardedby cable •
near the President'sprivate room. Here, scatt
with him in any way would bo suspected of being
youthfulness did not correspond with the gray
Gov. Cullom has issued the following :
Department of State, )
about upon the lounges and saay-chairsof the \
implicated with him— Guiteau said : “ If that was so,
of her hair. A servant or two with wraps followed.
State of Illinois, ExecutiveDepahtmknt,)
Washington, July 2. (
ing-roorgs,-were grouped, at various times ir
he would tell all” He then told all the incidentsof
HnuNOFiF.LD,July 3, 1881. )
They walked quickly up-nlalr*. There was hardly To James Russel’. Lowell, Minister, etc , London :
day, allot the representativemen at Washing
In pride and prosperitythe people of Illinois and his life In Washington, from hia arrival hero until
a dry eve among the few spectators who watched
The President of t c United States was shot this
of the Union were preparing to celebrate the 105th tiie attempted assasainatlon. He told where he lived,
the pathetic home-coming of the poor woman who morning by an assassin named Charles Guiteau.
lll« krge, wide
of the White House from the hallways of the ex
had sufferedso much. Something of her resolute The weaiiou was a large-sizedrevolver. The Presi- annivertary of American independence, when tho what he did from day to day, where he received
Uve offices were closed and locked. The coi
characterwas shown as she walked almost without dent had just reached the Ha'.ttmore and Potomac appallingnews broke upon them that, on Saturday bis money, who lent It to him, whom he knows
pondeutwas admitted by Private SecreUryBr
assistance to her husband's room. She went at itiou at about twenty minutes past 9, intending. morning last,the Preaideut of the United Stateswas and associated with, and where ho bought his
pistol. He reiterated the statement contained in
in and walked
to him quietly without With a portion of his Cabinet, to leave on the limited hot by an aswudn.
to. .^01Lpr‘T,U! P*rt
the house, in
neigbtiofh<x)d
of
o’clock. This hal
the first evidence or sign of any emotion express train for Now Y. rk. I rode in the carriage
In the providence of God, President Garfield, his publishedletter that his motive in shootdarkened. Passing
this
that would annoy or Irritate or make him
with him from the ExecutiveMansion, and was though dangerously wounded, still lives, and, at the ing the President was to save the Republican
the extreme end, another glass door,
nervous. She said simply: “I am glad to tie walking by his side when he was shot. The os-<asHln writing of this proclamation,at midnight preceding party. He told how ho had formed the plan
locked, was opened, and the private room of
borne.”He said: “I am very glad to have you." was immediatelyarrested, and the President was tho Fourth of July, the attending phyricUimreport and when, how long he hod brooded upon it, aud
Garfield waa paused. It la a urge, spacious n
They kissed, and then she, after a moment or two. conveyed to a private room in tho station building, that the wound is not necessarilyfatal, and his con- how It had become a fixed factiu his mind that the
The fornitnro is a light wood. The carpet is d
only salvation of the BepuUioanparty was the
passed Into a side room, fearia j that she would not and surgical aid at once summoned. He has now dition gives hope that he may ultimatelyrecover.
overrun with small crimsonroses and stra«|;
be able to control herself in his night. A moment (at twenty minutespast 10) been removed to the ExWheiikfork,I. Shelby M. Cullom, Governor death of the President. He seems to have said very
Vines. TJie room Itself waa modtrately dgrke
little
about the defeat of hia aspirationsfor office,
or two afterward she was seen in company with ecutive Mansion. The surgeons in corsnltatioure- of tho State of Illinois,do recommend to the
enough light comlpg in from the southern wim
Judge Swayne and her boy James. The boy had gard his wounds as very serious,though not neces- people of this Shite, Unit, iu their public cere- and tl»e DistrictAttorney rejects the theory that beto light up the scene kbout the bed. There lav
his arm about bis mother's waist and he was doing sarily fajaL His vigorous health gives stro.,g hopes monies on to-morrow,they manifest, by appro- ta insane. He has no detasiou,and talks rationally
Garfield,with his head sli, htly suppr
his be* to console her. She verr nearly broke down of hi< recovery.He has not lost consciousness for a
priate txpresalona,their thankfulness io Almighty and calmly about his crime, glorying in it,
upon a low pillow. Half reclining upon
after this, but iu a moment she regained her selfGod for the preservationfrom death thus far of the and evinces no symptoms of regret at its
moment. Inform our Ministersin Europe.
bed near him was CoL Rockwell, in a gray
control.
President of the United States, not forgettingthat commission. On the contrary,he la as firmly conJames G. Blaine,Secretary of State,
suit He rested on his right elbow, gazing atten
vinced as ever that it was his duty to kill the PreriTHE ARHAHHIN'H L* TTERS.
ho still Ires In great danger.
A MKS AGE FROM O N. HANC UK.
ly at the President to anticipateevery movemei
When Gulbr mu was arrestedhe msdo no resistance, The following was receivedfrom Gen. Hancock :
In testimonywhereof, I hereto set my hand, and dent, and says that he shot him with preciselytho
his will almost before the utterance.
same feelingthat he would have shot a rebel had he
faying that he had coutemplatodthe killingof the
cause the great sea' of the State to be affixed.
GOV RNoRVIhLAN! , July 2.
The stolid and faithful house steward stood al
President,aud it was for the good of the country. ToGsn. W. T. Sherman, Washington :
Done at Springfieldthe day and date above named. been iu the army. His talk on tills subject is apparhead of the bed, and one or two messengers
ently that of a fanatic. The only regret that he exAbout I) o'clockthe assassinwent to the hack stand
S. M. Cullom.
I trust that the result of the assault upon the life of
ranged about, obeying the orders of the phytic!
adjoining the depot to engage a hock from Barton, the Preridentto-dsy may not have fatal conse- Bv the Governor: Henry D. Dcmeut, Secretary of presses at all ta that the President Is not dead. Ho
Mrs. Dr. Edson, the celebrated woman docto
said that he learned with sorraw that he is growing
a coloredhackman. He said he wauted to go quences, and that in the interest of the country the
State.
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better. ThU wm early In the afternoon, and he
ba»ed hli remark ou the talk hn had heard amon^
the officers of the jail, who had been expresaing
their pleasureat the favorable bulletinsthat were
then issuing by Dr. Bliss. Guiteau scoffs at the
idea that he is an ordinary criminal, and desired
to save himself from punishment. On the contrary,
he says that the happiest moment of his life since he
matured his plan to Kill the President he experienced
when he was on his way to Jail. The carriagethat he
hired to take him to the CongressionalCemeterywas
really intended to carry him to the Jail, which adjoins the cemetery. He had the carriageready and
waiting for him, and had instructed the driver to
hurry quickly as possible to the cemeterywhen he
should jump in.
There is no one here who believes that the crime
has any political significancewhatever.The District Attorney says that Guiteau now talks very little
of his stalwartism. At any rate, whether he does or
not, there is a general feeling here that it is cruelly
unjust to hold the stalwarts in any way responsible
for the criminal vagaries of a man who is not
absolutely crazy, but is
most deluded
fanatic.
one, of course, thinks that
Conkling or Arthur, or any other stalwsrt, had anything directly to do with the shooting of the President, but they or their friendshere say that an effort
is making to cast odium upon them by reason of the
shouting.

aent to the Jail last night aa a guard. About half of
them were placed in the building aud the remainder
were encamped ou the outaide. There were no manifestationsof violence made, and but few people
vlaited the Jail. Orders to withdraw the troopa were
accordingly issued to-day.
Guiteau

SCRAPS OP SCIENCE*

Thi little city of Brantford,Ontario,
claims the honor of having been the
was taken to his cell yesterdayaome one birthplace of the telephone— Prof. Bell’s
aaked what the President did when he fired hia first
shot Guiteau replied,“I Will ahow you,” and first experiments having been made at
When

throwingup hia right elbow with his hand hanging that place.
downward shook hia head remarking : “ That's the
M. Raoul Pictet, of Geneva, whose
way he did, but the next ahot got him. When
he wm first struck he s6rt of turned and discoveriesin the liquefaction of gases

looked Beared.” Guiteau

went to

lied

have given him a world-widereputation,
rather late last night,but slept soundly, and hM
eaten hia meals regularlyand with good appetite.He announces the discovery of a process of
has frequently aaked for newa from the White distillingalcohol by ice! He states that
House, and seems depressed when good news la received,and elated hi spirits when the report*indi- the method is a very cheap one.
cate a probabilityof the President'sdying.
A tricycle driven by electricitywas a
recent exhibition in the streets of Paris.

bronze coins have entirely altered in the
MICHIGAN NEW8.
course of six centuries. King Edward,
who reformed the coinage,like every- The Maxim electriclight will be manthing else, was the first to issue pennies ufactured in East Saginaw.
without the indented cross ; and, to
Michigan has 32,123,540 acres of
make up for the loss of the queer- land. 179 islands and 1,620 miles of coast
shaped half-pennies and farthings hith- line.
erto in use, supplementedthe silver
The Supervisorshave voted to build a
coinage with circular pieces, bearing the new Court House at Saginaw, costing

same value and denomination. He $100,000.

•

“

*
moreMount Haley township, Midland
weigh county, suffered considerable damage
thirty-twograins of well-grown wheat, from a tornado.

fixed the standard of the pennv,
over, by ordering that it should

or, which was a more accuratetest, that

twenty pennies should weigh one ounce.

Kalamazoo parties claim to have
bought over $1,000,000 worth of wool

The experimentwas made by M. Trouve,
there and elsewhere this season.
who adapted two of his small electric
The Farmer’s Hired Han.
No
“Say, stranger, kin I git » tight in
G. W. Sherman, of Charlotte, at a dismotors to the vehicle. The first trial
I’m kinder lookin’ around the market tance of sixty yards, kills the little Enyero?” he aaked, looking cautioualy
waa so successful that the experimenter for a hired man,” he exclaimed, as he
around and wetting hia hands in a preglish sparrow with his little bow and arproposes making a larger moter, by
stopped at one of the stands and nibbled row.
monitory sort of way.
“What kind of a -fight would you means of which he expects to attain a at an onion. “I kinder need one, but
Miss LenaBerhein, of Flint, 19 years
OCITKAC'8RECORD.
speed of 12 to 18 miles an hour.
yet I kinder hope I shan’t be able to old, is only twenty-eight inches high.
[From the Chicago Tribune.]
like?” aaked the bar-keepor, eyeing him
Guiteau is a man now 3i) years of ago. He was gloomily.
Dr. Hammond states that there are find him.”
She very emphatically refused a circus
born in Freeport, 111., where his father— the cashier
very few, if any, cosmetics which do not
“How’s that?”
“Pistol,
knife;
fist,
tooth,
anything.
offer recently.
oi a bank for many years, but now dead— was a ret un tain lead. He also says that death
spected citizen. Ho studiedin Ann Arbor, and I want to live up to the prevailin’style.
“Wall, there ain’t no profit in a hired
Bennett Bros., dealers in general
went from there to the Oneida Community in New
from lead poisoning by the use of man rio more. No, sir, he’s no good any merchandiseand lumbermen, at RosSuit yourself, pardner.”
York. His father was a believerin the doctrines of
“Well,” observed the host, picking up cosmeticsis by no means an uncommon longer.”
the peculiarpeople of whom M". Noyes was the
common, are insolvent. Liabilities estihead, and the y( ting man had read much in earlier a base ball bat, “how’ll this suit you? case. The introduction of the lead into
“What's tho reason?”
mated at $35,000.
days of the literature of the Community.His life
the system producesvarious effects, colic,
“Oh, a dozen reasons. First and foreLike to try something in this line?”
there, however, was neither very long nor a very
There is a colored farm hand in Kalhappy one. He was unwilling to work,
“Haven’t yer got a sword, or a cleaver, paralysis,prostrationof the nervous most, times have changed, and the hired amazoo, named William Brooks, who is
and finally left the Community,demanding
system and insanity being the most com- man has changed with ’em. Ah! sir, it
the return of the |700 which ho had put or a buzz saw, or somotijin’ that yer can mon results.
six feet eight aud one-half inches tall,
makes me sad when I think of tho hired
into the common fund when ho entered the rely onto if we git close together?Ain’t
and weighs 250 pounds.
Community there. This was at first refused there some weapon that goes more into
The nearest star is 18,918,000,000,000men wo had before the war— great big
him, sud in 1808 he began a suit against the ComJay Gould says that, if nothing unmiles from us; and Sir J. Herschel cal- fellers with the strength of an ox and
munity for the recovery of this money. Finally, the gore business ?”
foreseen
happens, within three years
with the aid of Mr. Georgs Scoville, lawyer, who had
“This will do me,” replied the bar- culates that if a person stood upon that the vim of a locomotive. I didn’t have
trains will run through this State aireot
married his sister, he succeededin getting some of
to
holler
my
lungs
out
to
git
ono
of
’em
keeper waltzing over the bar and slam- star and looked towards our earth, not only
it hack, ami, after a very brief residence in New
to the City of Mexico.
out of bed at 3 o’clock in tho morning,
York, he came 10 this city, where he appeared in ming the pugnacious visitor against the would our mighty sun be utterly invisiIHf.'J as aluwyer, offleiugat No. W.I La Halle street.
An old man, who was once a well-towall. ^ “Don't need anything better than ble, but if the sun were so enlarged as aud it was all I could do to coax ’em to
The followingyear he moved his quarters to No. 104
do
banker in Detroit, now receives a reggo
to
bed
at
10
o’clock
at
night
I’m
to
fit
tho
earth’s
orbit
—
that
is,
instead
Dearborn street, still professing to lie a lawyer. At this,” and he banged him across a boor
this period he got into trouble with the Young Men’s table. “Got enough?”
of being 800,000 miles in diameter ho afraid that wo shan’t never see no more ular stipend of $1 per week from tho
Library, from which he was charged with stealing
“I ain’t got started yit,” said the were more than 180,000,000 miles in hired men wuth keepin’ around for their Poor Commissioners toward Ills support.
some books. He was prosecuted,but was
stranger,
as he lifted the bar-keeperover diameter— even then that stupendous board. ”
The laying of tho corner stone of a
acquitted, and afterwards brought suit
against the association.Toward the the stove. “Don't git impatient. I’ll orbit would bo covered with a human
“That’s soil."
Catholic cathedral at Marquette attracted
close of 1870 he married a young lady lu this city
hair held 25 feet from the pupil of tho
“it’s sad, and more, too. Now, as I delegations from all over the Upper Penand moved with her to New York, where they lived warm up in a second,"and he hoisted
said, I want a hired man. I’m willing insula, Tho cathedralis to cost $125,unhappily for a few months, and she finally got a his antagonistover the bar. “Jist in- eye!
divorce from him on account of his crueltyand Ill- dulge these yer false starts; I’ll go under
M. Alfred Dumknil claims to have to pay $1 1 or $12 a month for a smart 000.
treatment.He remained in New York until the latthe string for a heat in a minute,” and made an interesting and useful discovery one. Some farmers want a man to work
The number of dogs already buried
ter part of 1H74. During his residencethere he got
1 into difficulty on account of his cheating the hotels ho hauled the bar-keeper out by the ear
— how to preserve plants in a perfectly all day and all night, but that ain’t mo. in Adrian, this year, according to bill
out of their board bills,was imprisoned in Ludlow
aud broke half a dozen chairs with him. vigorousstate without any earth. Dur- I have never asked one to git out of bed rendered against the city, largely exstreet Jail,and was releasedonly by the exertionsof
“I’ll rouse up pooty quick now. Gimme
his brother-in-law. In 1875 he was hack in the city,
ing a constant trial for several months he before 3 o’clock— never. I alius give my ceeds the total number returned by tho
officingat No. 17fi Fifth avenue, and living for a a little time,” and he danced a hornpipe
has never found tho least interruption or man three-quarters of an hour at noon, Supervisorsfor taxation.
time at the Clifton House. Failing to pay his bill
disturbance of tho vegetative functions of unless the hogs git out or cattle break in
at this hotel, as he had failed to pay it at so on his foe and then pitched him through
The question where the State milimany others, he was summarily ejected. The the back door. “Now I’m feelin* the the plants treated by him; but, on tho or a shower is coming up. After a man
tary encampment,to bo held in August,
followingyear he was over at No. 147 LaSallestreet,
inspiration!Whoop!” and he kicked his contrary, many of the plants have blos- has worked right along for nine hours shall be located is already beginning to
and was making an effort to live at the Gault House,
but ws* put out of there for his peculiarities.Dur- enemy under the porch. “Hi, stranger!
somed with a vigor which as an exper- his system wants at least half an hour to be discussed. Among the points mening this year he wont to New York and again rc- Ain’t this fruit? Talk about spring ienced horticulturist,ho has never seen brace up in. They don’t quit work on
tioned, the national park, on the island
sumed the practiceof the law than*. Owing to his
vegetables! What’s lamb and peas to in his garden. Further particulars cou- some farms till 8 o’clock, but I’m no
irregiilnrlties when intrusted with the collection
of Mackinaw, seems to bo the most
of debts— for he collected his share first and this?" and he fired the unhapppy bar- ceming this alleged discovery will bo such slave driver. At half-past 7 I tell
favorablythought of.
then let his client do the rest of the collecting keeper down cellar.
my man to knock off. All he has to do
awaited with interest.
The Flint and Pere Marquette Railfor himself— he was written up extensively by
“What was your object ir. wanting to
the New York Herald, his practices being comThere is one thing in which our Brit- after that is to feed the stock, cut a little road Company is building a machine
mented on in very unfavorableterms. After fight me?” asked the wollopect barish scientific contemporaries find as wood, mow some gross for the horses, shop at East Saginaw 300 by 100 on the
this articlehe sued the paper for $100,000, and in
keeper,
as
he
crawled
out
and
set
tho
October of that year returned to Chicago. In
much unalloyedpleasure as the average milk four cows, fill up tho water trough, ground, with tracks for nine engines inJanuary, 1H77, he broke out with his religious bottle and glass on the counter.
American editor does in a pun ou Edi- start a smudge in the smoke-house, and side. Five new mogul engines have
mania. He had conceived the idea that the second
“Yer see, pardner,”said the stranger, son's pet light, aud that is in “jHiking pull a few weeds in the garden. I never been ordered, and five new coaches
coming of Christ occurred at the time cf the destrucfilling a glass to the brim, and holding fun” at the discoveries and pseudo-scien- had a hired man who didn't grow fat on
tion of Jerusalem, and that we were not livingunadded to the rolling stock.
der the new dispensation. He tried to enforce these it between his eyes aud the light, “yer
my work, and they alius left me feeling
tific theories of Brother Jonathan. A
doctrinesthroughlecturesdeliveredin the city, aud
The Detroit Post and Tribune's regsee, I’ve only been married a month, and late London journal— an authority in its that they hadn’t half earned their
through pamphlets and books which he printed. In
ister shows over three columns of names
wages.”
July of that year he was arrestedon a charge of em- I haven’t been home for a week, and I
special field— indulges in considerable
bezzlement-failing to turn over money which he wanted to be warmed up into trim for
He stopped long enough to wipe a present at tho convention of ex-prisoneditorialridicule of certain partially
had been employedto collect, and was sent to the
ers of war and veteran soldiers, amountcounty Jail, but • was released on the 28th the matinee. There’s four bar rooms developed Yankee projects. On another tear from his eye, and then wont on:
of July, the grand jury failing to twixt here and my house, and by tho page of the same sheet a local corres“And now look at tho hired man of ing to 672 veteran soldiers and 229 surfind an indictment against him. After time I git thar pot lids and flatironswill
vivors of Confederate hospitality,as
pondent seriouslydeclares it to be his to-day! He wears white shirts and col- manifested by Tod, Winder, Wirtz A
that ho again deliveredbis lecturesat variouspoints
throughout the country, and in .September,1877. only be an appetizer fer me. Married
belief that the time will come when in- lars. He won’t eat with a knife. He
Co., under instructions from Jeff Davis.
was over in Detroit, Mich. Here he tried to steal man, pardner?"
dividualswill be transmitted by tele- wants napkins when he eats, aud if we
away without paying hi* board-hill,was arrested in
The Chicago and NorthwesternRail“No,” replied the barkeeper, shoving graph! He argues that in certain elec- don’t hang up a clean towel once a week
the interior of the State, aud, while being taken back
he wipes on his haudkercher.Call him way Company is under contract with
to Detroit in the cars, jumped from the train and the bottle toward his late enemy, “I’m
trical and vital processes molecules are
^ escaped.It was nt firstthought that he had been not, but my father was. I know how it
by gradual depositionmade to build up at 3 and he gets up at 6. He wants a mining companies in the Upper Peninsula
killed, but this, unfortunately, turned out to be an
to transport no circus, menagerie or
error. In 1879 he was baek in the city, officing at is.” — Brooklyn Eagle.
l)odies of considerableproportions — cer- whole hour at noon, and after supper he
No. 93 Randolph street,and employed as an intent show north of the Menominee river.
tain kinds of molecules tending to pro- trots off to a singing school or sits down
surance agent
to
a
newspaper.
Fifteen
years
ago
if
It is claimed by the mining companies
HW dishonesty, however,drove him out of the
duce certain invariable forms. He would
A Swindler Foiled.
my hired man was sick for half a day I that the advent of a circus or tent show
business,and he spent his time from that period till
first get the “elementary molecule” of a
Upon one of the trains en route from
the time of the murder in wandering around the
man, and then build him up from it by could dock him. If he died I could take into the district during the shipping
country, seeking to deliver his lectures,turning up the Pacific coast, a sharp undertook to
out a month’s wages for the trouble. He season results in thousands of dollars
occasionallyat his brother-in-law’shouse for the
the addition of other like molecules,as a
purpose of gettingsome clean clothes and a decent sell a diamond ring to an old miner who
damage to their interests.
pyramid
is produced by the piling up of was glad to get store orders for his pay,
meal. During tho national campaign last year he had made his pile and was returning
and
he
would
wash
in
the
rain
barrel
suddenly appeared in New York, at the headquarhome. The miner looked at the ring cannon balls. Success having been and wipe on the clothes-line.There's The following is condensed from Part
ters of the National and State Committees. He had
IL, relatingto life insurance, of tho
achieved thus far, the man might be dismeddled in politicsto some little extent and said to the seller: “They’ve got combin a change, sir— an awful change, and Eleventh Animal Report of Commissolved
by
electrical
means
in
London,
hen*, and on this occasion transferred his mon stone up in the diggings where I’ve
activity to a broader sphere. He produced
sent by cable to New York, aud then if a reaction don’t sot in pretty soon, you sioner of Insurance Row : The new pola printedspeech which he said he had de- been that’ll cut that diamond all to rebuilt from the solution bv the success- will witness thq downfallof agriculture icies issued last year in the State numveved at various points, and tried to get pieces!" “If you’ll find a piece of stone
in this country.”
bered 2,901, representing $5,597,714 of
money and a position from the committee.After that will cut that diamond I’ll give it to ive deposition of his moleculesat tho New
“Then you won’t hire another?”
President Garfield’sInauguration, he wandered to
York
end
of
tho
electric circuit. This
insurance. Premiums received, $1,052,Washington in quest of a Consulship, his claim be- you,” replied the peddler. “All right,”
“Wall, I can’t just say. Work is pow- 765; claims paid, $426,788; losses actusomewhat novel scheme— not a “Yankee
ing the political serviceshe had rendered during the said the miner, “if I can’t cut that ‘dianotion” but a plan for which Johnny erfully pressing,but I’m going slow. ally incurred, $448,637. The number of
campaign. He also .Vire with him a petition signed
mond’ with a stone I’ll bnyit of you.”
by one or two people of this city, who had put their
Bull must be held fully responsible— is Before I hire him I want to know policies in force in Michigan is 20,358 ;
name* to the document simply in order to get rid of Thereupon the miner took the ring in
whether he's a man who’ll pass his plate insurance covered, $39,441,212. The
him, and without being aware of the rascally feat- his hand and pulled from his vest pocket noticed mainly to show the beam in the
for more meat and taters, and whether Commissioner recommends that the law
ures in the man’s character. He hung around there
eye of our contemporary across the water,
a small piece of brown-looking stone,
all through the spring months, hut returnedto this
but partly for the benefit of the travel- we’ve got to use starch in doing up, his of this State be amended at the next
city In May, stayed a few days, and then, on the 1st
similar to a bit of dark freestone, except
ing public, as the suggestion of this shirts. Tho lost man I had took ipe to sestion so that the reserve in the valuaof June, left again for Washington.
the grain was very fine, and with this he
PUBLIC KEELING.
means of travelingwith the velocity of task for not holding family prayers twice tion of policies shall bo based on 4 inThe dally press of the largo cities print Innumer- proceeded coolly to cut and scratch the
a day, and after I had done so for three
able Interviewswith prominent men lu sll parts of
“diamond” with several ugly-looking thought must produce such a panic months I found it was only a game of his stead of 4J per cent interest.
the United States touchingthe great crime that has
gashes.
group of passengers that among railroad monopoliesas shall re- to beat me out of half an hour a day.
About 10 o'clock Tuesday evening, the
so startled the country. AH classes, in all sections—
sult in a material reduction of their
North, South. Fast and West— are unanimous had gathered about the miner were
reflected light from the light-house on
He
thought
he
had
a
pretty
soft
thing,
in expressions of horror and indignationat amazed, but while they smiled the ped- tariff.
and ho looked mighty lonesome when I tho outer island, one of the Apostle
the dastardlydeed. The act is generally looked
upon as that of a crazy adventurer, an irresponsible dler with his “diamond” withdrew disLadies’ Pet Dogs.
cut ‘Old Hundred’ down to two lines islands, Lake Superior, was visible at
vagalxmd. The news of the assassination crested comfited. “That little piece of brown
Ontonagon. The light-house is distant
the wildest excitement all over the land,
Ladies who are fond of dogs as pets, and got through with tho ‘Lord’s
and the people everywhere were so stunned stone,” explained the miner, “is a piece and have long desired to spend their Prayer’ in forty seconds. "—Detroit Free about fifty-two miles, in a westand shocked by the intelligence that for of corundrum that I got in tho Rocky
northwest course from this point.
husband’s “cigar money”— for it’s get- Press.
the time being business was wholly suspended, and
mountains, and it’s the best diamond
The light was made visible from reflecnothing was thought of or talked of but the one alvting to be quite the thing now to give
A Novel Banking Institution.
tion on the surface of the water, the lake
sorbing theme. No occurrence in the historyof the tester in the world. It won’t scar a
the wife instead of an allowance, the
country, except the shooting of President Lincoln, genuine diamond, but it will everlastingIn connection with the Now York being calm, and as the light-house is besame amount of money that he spends
has caused such a uuiversa. feeling of horror and
ly cut up pieces of glass or quartz.”
Newsboys’ Home is a bank, which in low the horizon, as viewed from here,
ndig nation
each month for cigars— barring the ones
THE PRKaIDENT’HTROUBLE.
some respects is without a rival. The the reflected light was thrown upon the
he
treats
his
friends
to—
and
she
is
usuWashington, July 3.
“bank” is a square table with a number calm surface of water, which acted as a
Lawyers as Law Makers.
The only thing that seemed to trouble the Presially satisfied with the amount — for a pet
of holes cut in the top. It is fitted with mirror, casting the reflected rays at the
dent was why the man should have shot him. He
A writer in tho Journal of Agricul- dog will be interestedin knowing the
was told that ho was a crazy man who had expected
a drawer having compartments directly distance of fifty-two miles in a long,
to get an officesnd had failed. He replied that ture thinks that if farmers would only value placed upon them by dealers ahd
there was lots of people to whom he had recognize the power they possess, and at which they are sold in the market: under and corresponding with tho holes. brilliantstream of fire. — Ontonagon
not been able to give an office when they
Each hole is marked witn a number, the Miner,
act in unison, they would make them- Black-and-tanterriers, $10 to $15; Scotch
asked it. and he did not see why the man should
figures running from No. 1 up to No. 250.
have killed him ou that account. He had never be- selves a ruling poweriu our State and Naterners, $15 to $85; Skye terriers,$20 to
The memiiers of the Tax Commission
Every boy in the institution is assigned
lieved that he had a personal enemy, or at least one
tional legislativehalls, instead of being $50; Italian hounds, $25 to $60; Spitz
appointed
under an act of the Legislathat would wish to take his life. The President has
a compartmentin which to deposit his
ture convened at Lansing last week at
seemed ever since the shooting to have no other represented by lawyers, bankers, and dogs, $15 to $35; poodles,$15 to $30;
surplus earnings.
troubleon his mind. All through the day he kept chronic oftice-seekers, who care much English,Irish, or native pointers, $25 to
the Governor’s rooms The session was
The bank has no President, Secretary
up his courage, never losing hope of his' ultimate
more
for
self than their constituency. $100; English, Irish, or native field cockcalled for the purpose of arranging the
recovery.
He adds: “Some people say we must ers or water spauieje, $25 to $50; King or Board of Directors,thus saving sal- preliminaries, and a circular asking tho
IB GUITEAU INSANE?
Washington, .Inly 8.
have laws, and lawyers know best how Charles spaniels, $35 to 75; Siberian aries, and its businessis conducted on a followingquestions has been prepared
The general opinion toward this assassin, Guiteau,
to
make laws, and says T, etc.,’ I admit blood-hounds,$35 to $100; English mas- fair and honest basis.
and sent 1o prominent public and busiamong those who have known him ia that he in not
Though the bank sometimes contains
insane. Secretary Blaine recognized the man as they can frame laws to suit their profes- tiffs, $40 to $100; Newfoundland dogs,
ness men witn a view of ascertaining the
soon as he saw him after the shots were fired.
sion much easier than any intelligent $25 to $35; bull dogs, $35 to $75; terriers, several hundred dollars, no attempt has drift of sentimenton the subject of taxaChief Clerk Brown says that ho knows the man
farmer, but I believe there is, as $20 to $40; fox hounds, $25 to 50; har- ever been made to mb it. It was thought tion : First, should church property be
well, having met him at the Departmentaove ral timea
He scouts the idea of his inaanity. “ Guiteau,” Mr. yet, enough intelligence among riers and beagles, $25 to 50; shepherd at one time that there had been defalcataxed; second, should property owned
Brown says, “ after filing hla applicatlonafor the Auafarming classes
frame dogs, Scotch, English, and native, $25 to tion, one depositor declaring that his ac- by a church society in excess of a fixed
trian missionand the Consul Generalship at Paria.
count was 50 cents short, but it was asand failing to receive either,conceived a violent laww that would
more just %75.—New York Sun,
amount be taxed ; third, if you answer
certained that he had put his 50 cents in
spite against the President and the Secretary of
than many enactments upon our statute
the last question in the affirmative, then
State. He regardedthe latter as the prime cause of
another boy’s box.
The Original Penny.
Ids failure to receive a foreign appointment, and books at present— the products of the
state what amount should be fixed for
The deposits are returned to the desome of tho circumstances attending Ihe shooting legal fraternity.It takes a lawyer to
The old, old penny in England, as in positors at the end of each month. The exemption ; fourth, should any personal
justifythe belief that one ball was intended for Secframe
a
law
that
allows
him
three
or
property be exempt from taxation ; fifth,
other countries, was of silver,and its
tary Blaine.
bank pays 1 per cent, interestpe* month,
Whether the man waa inaane of not, there can be four hundred dollars for settling a one- appearance throughout the earliest time
should tho present method of paying
which is raised by voluntary subscripno doubt that the crime was coolly planned and de- thousand-dollar estate. Who says an
highway taxes by labor be changed so
of
its
history
would
rather
astonish
jibmtoly executed.Guiteau over two woeka ago
tions from friends who wish to encourage
as to require payment in money ; sixth,
vlaitcd the Dlatnct jail to make an examina- honest legislatorcould lend his influence those who know nothing of numismatic
tion of it, and was denied admittance by to enact such laws ? Ere long a farmer lore. From the Saxon times, in which the boys to save their earnings. The what proportion of personal property
boys are prevented from redepositing
the Warden.
aaw that it waa
-faafe enough to defend him from the can not sell his farm produce legally it was the only piece of silver extant, their savings by a rule prohibitingthe and credits in your opinion escapes taxhanda of an infuriated mob. Immediately after the without a lawyer’s assistance.”
ation; seventh, what rate of interest
till those of Edward L, it was stamped
payment of intereston a larger sum
shooting he expresaed great anxiety to be taken to
should be charged on delinquent taxes ;
with a square cross. This enabled the
jail to eacape the fury of the crowd*. The letter be
eighth, should delinquent taxes be carsent to Gen. Sherman, requestedthat officerto
“Young man,” said a college pro- coin to be readily broken into halves or
send troopa to the jail,evidentlyfor so other purThebe are not more than 300 profes- ried by the State or by the several counfessor to an under-graduate who had quarters, which then served the purpose
pose than to defend him.
A prominent lawyer of the city aald to-day: “ In- asked for and obtained leave of absence of half-penceor farthings. But the lat- sional burglars in America, and yet to ties ; ninth, should persons liable to taxsanitydoea not contemplatethe risk and cool plan to attend his grandmother’s funeral— ter coin was not much inferior to the keep them out of our homes we pay $5,- ation be required in all cases to make a
to avoid It Insanity ia not capable of such accu“ young man, I find, on looking over the value of the present English penny, in- 000,000 per year for locks, .bolts, and sworn statement of their property ; lastrate calculationof danger—for the danger of being
mobbed for auch an act ia the chief one— records, that this is the fifth time yon asmuch as the unbroken piece was val- fasteners. Ten thousand dollars apiece ly, state briefly what defects you have
and of so systematically planning to escape have been exensed to attend the funeral ued at one-thirtieth of a mark or three- per year would hire them to be good.
observed in the present system of taxa-.
It No, air. That man ia aa aane 4i yon or I, and
tion in thi« State, and what changes
he ia legally responsiblefor hla act I tell you the of your grandmother. Your leave of pence sterling. At this time five of
law should be swift In this case. Should the Presi- absence is therefore revoked. Your them seem to have made a skilling,or
“Ip I lie then may I never see any should be made to remedy those defects.
dent die, Guiteau ahould be indicted to-morrow,
grandmother most get herself buried shilling, so that the relations between more whisky,” is the most sacred oath a The commission will convene Aug. 30,
t ried on Tuesday, and executed Wednesday.”
and settle down to ’business.
what are now chief English silver and Pawnee Indian can think of.
A detachmentof two companies of troopa wm without you this time.”
Gjmnnstlcs.
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Making Els Own
A man who resides in

OTJT

OIjOJSIISrGr

Butter.

the suburbs of Oil

City recently purchased some oleomargar-

ine. He didn’t know

it

until he

had eaten

then find out

it

SUMMER HOODS

SPRING AND

That made him mad. Of course it
did. People don’t like to eat butler and
it.

was oleomargarine.

he swore he would be deceived

Well,

no more; no, never.

He would make

own

his

Some of those goods

butter.

will be sold at Cost, such as

He bought a cow.

He milked the cow.
That is to say, his wife

man

did, but as

&

Ladies’

and wife are one, in reality he milked the

Gents’ Buckled

&

Buttoned Shoes

cow.
In time cream rose on the milk.

goodly quantities and was

It rose in

col-

lected by the wile.

On

Saturday evening, as the man was
spend the evening the wife

starting out to

remarked

must come home

“ You

up

get

in the

early, so as to

morning and churn the but-

ter before going to

church.”

He said he would.

He

home

came

early— in the morning.

About two o’clock.
His wife remarked, distinctly:—

Now,

“

“Two

want you

sir, I

to

prepare—”

pair— hie— no good.”

That was

sufficient.

She soon after rose.

He

retiredwithout the formality of re-

moving his boots.
She was mad.
He was sleepy.
Being
put

mad

she

churned the

butter and

away, leaving the buttermilk in the

it

churn.
Being sleepy he did not hear her.
Before leaving for church she wiped the
outside of the churu, concealed the butter

and

left

the buttermilk in the churn.

She also left a
churn was already

BURLIXGTOX ROUTE.
PtTXo other line runs Three Through Passenger Trains Dally between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha. Lincoln. St.
Joseph, AUhison, Topeka flnd Kansas City.
Direct connection-*for nil points in Kansas,
Nebraska, ( dorado, vVyoinintf. Montana, Nevada, New Mexico. Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and
California.
The Shortest, Speediestand Most Oomfortable Houto via Hannibal to Fort Scott, Denison,
Dallas, Houston, Austin.San Antonio, Galveston and all points in Texas.
The unequaled inducements offeredby this
I.i.ir to Travelersand Tourists, are as foliows:

The eelehratedPullman (16-wheel)Palace
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line. C., B. 4
Q. Palaee Dntwing-Hoom Cars, with Horton’s
Iteelining (.'hairs.No extra charge for Seats
in Iteelining Chair-*. The famous C., B. Si Q.
Palaee DiningCars.Gorgeous Smoking Cars
fitted with Clegant High-BarkedRattan Reyoking ( hairs t«ir the exclusive use of flrstelie*.-pa«songers.
Steel Traci: and SitoeHer Equipment,combined with their Groat Thmugh Car Arrangement. make'* this, abn\ e ail others, the favorite
Route to the South. South-West, and the Far
West.
Trv it. and you will find travelinga luxury
instead *«f n discomfort.
Thr-ugh fickets via this Celebrated Line
for sail- rt all officesin the United States and
Canada.
All infcrmnthnabort Rrdes of Fare. Sleeping Car Accommodations.Time Tables, 4c.,
will lie choeiTuiiygiwu. and will send Fru to
any address an ‘d g;,ut Cot/nf)/ Map of United
States, in colors, ov applying to.

JAMES

for

NOW

A few thousand feet
Shingles, Lime,

T

J.

POTTER,

General Manager, Chicago.

It was a dasher

W.

Don’t yon Forget it
THAT IN

J. R. K.

JOSLIN A BEST,

is

just the

man

Paints and

see if it

-

Oils,

R. K. has struck hard

J.

the bottle

to think of

R. K.

J.

of brandy kept in the house for medicinal
purposes.

The butter was not
was

mtex

But the brandy was forthcoming.

Pullman Pnlae" Car*

He drank heavily.
a quarter to

thl»

For rates, further in

and elegant

At half past twelve he took a luenh and

Man

fi

intuition,

United

GEN. PASS R AGT. , C B i a
Chicago, III.

R.

'

At
see

if

ten minutes past one
his wife

he looked

to

1

he could

15-13W

mger.

And

m

stand it no

therefore took another driuk.

WARD

FIRST

Then he churned five minutes.
He then swore a few minutes.
Next he took

his

gun and loaded

it.

At twenty minutes past three he dropped

down completely exhausted.

GroceryHouse

bed.— Oil City Derrick.

A

Be sips for

TRIPS

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

BLACK LAKE.
CAPT.

will

I

ply.

Eighth and Fish

endeavorto keep on hand

and

fill

a

all orders promptly to

PFAN8TIEHL.
Holland, Mich.

St.

Mich.

RECEIVED

complete supthe best of my

DRY GOODS,

you judge us.

Hats and Caps,

of long standing), and very often has been

At the store of

JAS.
Holland, April

13,

RYDER.

1881.

day

for three successive days, heating in each

The
HOLES INSECT

%
vS

PUT UP ONLY BY

rAM.

£
Iff

EXTERMINATORY

CHEMICAL MF'C.CQr

ILLS'

HARMLESS TO EVERYTHING

for three days, then grease the

used the medicioe nine

.

days.

TABLE LINEN,
floest

Bilk to the cheapest.

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,

HOSIERY, ETC.

bunch with

Yn diseasesof the pul-

monary organs a safe
and reliable remedy is
invaluable. Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral is
such a remedy, aud no
othersoemiuently merits the confidence <>f

A

We always have

FLOUR

on hand a stock of

and

FEED,

Corn, Oats, Etc.
A

A MONTH! A0WT3 WAOTXD!

WM. IRA PECK.

$350

7 B Rr*l Mlln*

pw

rrt*.

ArtMn

la

IfctWarM

|

a

tam*

AdJAY BRONSON. Dnrcit, Hioh

tues of the finest drugs,

chemically united, of
such |>ower as to insure
the greatestpossible
W. efficiency and uuifonnHTt" ity of results.It strikes
kL\j kxJtitiL. at the foundation of all
pulmonary diseases,affordingprompt relief
and rapid cures, and is adapted to patients of
any age or either sex. Being very palatable,
the youngestchildren take it readily. In

DCVTAD

of PROVISIONS,as Cheap ordinary Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Influenza,Clergyman’s
any other place.
Sore Throat, Asthmu, Crimp, and Catarrh, the effects of Ayer’s Cherry Pecfull line of Teas, from 25 cents per

as at

We

have a

toral are magical, and multitudes are an-

We

sell

Glassware Setts at 40 cents and

upwards.

nually preserved from serious illness by its
timely and faithful use. It should be kept
at hand in every household for the protection it affords in sudden attacks. In

ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE Whooping-cough aud Consumption
there is no other remedy so efficacious,
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
soothing, and helpful.
Low

Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.
Holland, Mich., May

2,

1881. 13-8m

TEAMING
D

RAYING.

E. J.

HARRINGTON,

Jr.

Having on hand a large nnmber of wagons and
horses, he is enabled to serve his customers or
strangers,at the shortest posalble notice,and at
the most reasonable rates.

the

prices are inducementsto try some of
many mixtures, or syrups, made of cheap

ineffectiveingredients, now offered,
which, as they contain no curative qualities,
can afford only temporary relief, and are
sure to deceive and disappoint the patient.
Diseases of the throat aud luugs demand
active and effective treatment ; and it is dan-

and

gerous experimentingwith unknown and
cheap medicines,from the great liabilitythat
these diseases may, while so trifled with,
become deeply seated or incurable- Use

Ayer’s Chbrry Pectohal, and you may
confidentlyexpect the best results. It is a
standard medical preparation,of known aud
acknowledged curative power, and is as
cheap as its careful preparation and fine
ingredientswill allow. Eminent physicians,
knowing its composition, prescribeit in their
practice. The teat of half a century has
proven

6.

Van Fatten & Sons.

its

absolute certaintyto cure all pul-

monary complaints not already beyond the
reach of human aid.

Prepared by

Heavy or Light Braying
at

Hard nd Soft Stove wood for sale, for summer
or^winternse.Inquire of
ED. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Hou amd. June *25,
&0-6m

1881,

Dr. J. C. Ayer

k Co.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowell,

any time both

Fresh Groceries EARLY AND LATE.
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Holland, March *5ib, 1881.

a sci-

full line

i

21-w3

is

combinationof
the medicinal principles and curative vir-

entific

Also a Fall Line of

have

Cure should

obliged for your recipe.

CALICOES,

From the

while under treatment.

Much

Yt>V5

MICA LAMP CHIMNEY
which never breaks.

AND

DRESS GOODsT”
CASH MERES,

HANDKERCHIEFS

be taken that the animal does not get wet

*

NECKTIES ever

brought to Holland.

ELSE

medicine

a little fresh oil; then repeat until you

finest line of

r

applying the medicine. After applying
the

JSyp

GINGHAMS.

ALL INSECTS

a hot iron. Wash the bunch
with castile soap and rub dry before
medicine. After applying

^

Dealers in

DELAINES),

ROCHESTER. N.Y.

time with

the

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.

10-tf

drachms; spirits of turpeuliue, 4 ounces;

a

Diseases of the Throat anfl Lnngs,

W

pound and upward.

spavins, curb spavins or ringbones (if not

medicine before using. Apply once

FOR

Call ami see the

20-3tn

A very large slock of

recipe through your

valuable “Letter Box'' that will cure bone

add one-half pound hog’s lard; heat
together over a slow fire in an earthen
vessel, and when nearly cold add two
ounces bin iodide of mercury. Shave the
hair from the bunch aud warm the

THE BEST REMEDY

CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE,

Or Otto Breyman, Express Agent; or Williams
Bros., City Hotel, Holland.

JUST
Cor.

P.

NOTIONS,

known to remove the bunches entirely.
Take of cantharldes, 3 ounces; tincture
iodine, 3 ounces; corrosivesublimate, 3

HEROLD.

1880.

1,

43-ly

And all kinds of Flower Pots, Hanging Baskets,

Give us a trial before

him a

1880.

Etc.. Etc., Etc.

of knowing something relative to some

will give

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

the public. It

Ravine purchasedthe interestformerlyowned
bv Mr. M. Story, and having leased my Ho e\ I
Beaveh Lake.— I notice in your “Letter will devote tny entire alien, ion to the Grocery B •«incss.and therefore res pec. fi My call the alien, ion
Box,” under date of November 12, that of
the citizens of Holland to my new bnsinees.
“ Clod Hopper ” of Hazleton is desirous The store Is on the

I

CALL AND SEE US.

ST.
St.,

GROCERIES,

excursions

Curing Spavins.

fortune iu the line of horse doctoring,

1,

A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
Ladles' and Gentlemen'sWear,

ucucverlamru
Whenever
called ujjuu
npon iui
for

For rates or accommodations address the proprietor

bone spaviu liniment, and refers you or
your readers to Kendall's bone spaviu
cure. I kuow nothing for or against this
“cure,” but as I am located on a homestead farm, and don’t expect to make a

Rapids, Dec.

make

Private or public,on

going out to shoot the cow, when his wife
to

Suulb Division

of

Grand Rapids, Mich.

make
DAILY
Will

Ten minutes later he had demolished
the churn with a hatchet and was just
came in almost breathless aud put him

Near the Cor.

timer

anny

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

82 EIGHTH STREET 82

was coming.

half-past two

MONROE

No. 132

Grand

STEAMER

R.

She was not— nor was the butter.

At

_

for you.

-tf

18

.Statesfree, address,

continued churning.

man

56

able price of Hcventr-flre cent*

He was getting mad.

the

J. R. KLEYN,
NO.
EIGHTH STREET,
Holland, Michigan.

tachedto all through train*.In which
meals cuo t»- obtained a. lh<- reason

Result was to warrant another driuk.

is

an

KAliSAS CITir, luriiiinv-i i'e- »i::.
mil one change ..f car* to DEN VETnrul 1'ULBLO. Iniiiii^(\w.-> .ii-.- a:

and made another examination.

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-

me.

r-mpanv from CIIICACK)t.

COUNCIL BLUFFS. TOPEKA

twelve he stopped again

R. K.

J.

--

All Kinds of Spectacles.

watching for you.

ranted.
Wc Inviteall our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Grand Rapids, ami all our old ami new
We want to remind yon of it to day. do not wait, friends In and atound the city of Grand Rapids, to
pricen are aa low an the lowest and can not be ap- call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We shall be happy to see them at any
preciated till you see the goods.

(6> iurrtRr.sT koutk*. at wonderfully low
TV—- HrVeN will h
koo.1 pnnir »e»t witldnllfteen < 15
day* from date of Mile, un i to return
until Ck-toler 3l*t following.

his wife.

At

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

Close Cash Buyers,

coming,” neither

“

is

at

IN'

Clocks,

STOVES,

At twenty minutes to eleven, perspiring

happened

for you.

DEA-LERS

-A-JSTD

Just received

HEROLD,

E.

PUMPS AND FITTINGS,

be.

Kesult of inspectionnot encouraging.

KTEW STOCK
BOOTS A SHOES

R. K. wants a brush with you.

J.

appear to

A Large and Fine

for you.

At a quarter past ten he looked again.

freely, he

BEST.

R. K. wants every one of you.

J.

coming.”

It did not

li. B.

ASH AND DOORS,

8

“

JOS LIN,

R. K. Pans out big for you.

do and

commenced churning.
He commenced at nine o'clock.
At hall past nine he looked to
was

II.

ZMIICHL

Hardware, Hails, Glass,

churn.”

feared his wife, as all men

Lath,

AT—

HIOLLA1TD,

J.

churn.”

be had; also

reasonable prices.

TINWARE,
’er

cost.

EL J. HlJ^FLJElIlSrCrTOlSr,

He said:—

He

etc., at

of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also

—

operations.

“D— d— d— dash

.

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

Also, Straw Hats of every descriptionwill be closed out at

WOOD,

R.

CLOTHING

of

Will also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.

General Passenger Agent. Chicago.

him the
him to commence

note, telling

SPRING SUITS

Boys’ and Young Men’s

THE GREAT

Mm.

•OLD IT ALL DBUOaiSTflEYEBTWBZRB.

Wetehee. Stwn winder* U-M. White

BtUl HontlBfCeee

|ft. InlUtloacoldt*.
SoltdfoldlllChempee lend

$2

heel
your own dm or epecuUttre purpoer*. ViloabUeelelofuefree.TBOinOISCfc, lUXaoeMM.IowIorfc.
for

1-lj

